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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, February 22, 1979 In Our 1111th Year 1Sc Per Copy Volume 100 No. 45
YOUNG DEMOCRATS SPEAKER — Ralph Ed Graves of Bardwell, a
Democratic candidate for governor, gestures during his speech Wed-
nesday night to the Murray State University chapter of the Young
Democrats. Graves, former commissioner of the Department for Local
Government and former member of the state House of Representatives,
spoke to the group about his campaign and campaign financing before
fielding questions-from the audience. Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee
Graves Seeks Vote
Of People Not Money
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
"People vote,— money dqpgai't vote."
Ralph Ed Graves, Democratic
gubernatorial candidate, toki a small
gathering of the Murray State
University chapter of the Young
Democrats Wednesday night.
"YOu can't buy people's Votett;”
Graves continued. "I'm trying to get to
the people, not the special interest
groups. We've got to forget the special
interests and consider our common
interests."
The former commissioner of the
Department for Local Government for
three and one-half years, who resigned
in November to run for governor, has
said that he will accept no single con-
tribution larger than $25. Graves
served three terms in the state House Of
Representatives prior to being ap-
pointed as commissioner.
"As long as we as Kentuckians allow
our gubernatorial candidates to finance
their campaigns by large contributions
from special interest groups, the
governor will continue to pay off his
campaign debts with personal service
contracts," Graves stated. "We can't
allow the special interest people to take
our government away from us."
The Bardwell native, who is publisher
of weekly newspapers at Bardwell and
Clinton, said he decided to enter the
race when he searched for a candidate
to support and found that the five
candidates were receiving their
campaign financing "from the 300 to
400 people who have financed Kentucky
gubernatorial campaigns for the past 20
years'
Graves pointed out that he has
already invested three times as much
of his own money in his campaign as he
has collected. He said that he and his
wife were living on their savings.
In addition to answering questions on
topics that ranged from state
reorganization and the governor's
planes to abortion and the equal rights
amendment, Graves told the Young
Democrats that of the one million
registered Democrats in the state, only
200,000 voted in the last statewide
election. The candidate attributed this
small turnout to the "voters being
turned off by the election process."
In answer to a question concerning
whether , or not he would promise
Murray State a new sports arena if
elected, Graves said that such a
promise would be "highly irrespon-
sible." U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
another gubernatorial hopeful, com-
mitted himself to the building of the
arena in a telephone conversation
Monday with The Murray Ledger &
Times.
Graves commented that he was not
sure if a sports arena was the priority of
the university at this time. However, if
elected, he did not rule out the building
of such a structure if circumstances
warranted it.
Group Votes To Replace Directors
Ellis Says Actions Taken By Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Illegal'
Action by a group of members of the
Western Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers
last night replacing the majority of the
directors of the association was
described as "illegal" by the geneng
manager of the association this mor-
ning.
"It (the meeting held in Mayfield
Wednesday) was illegal and has no
validity," Holmes Ellis, general
manager, said today. "I'm going to
meet with that group (today), give
them a copy of the bylaws and advise
them of the proper procedure for a
special meeting and-or the election of
officers."
At last night's meeting the local
growers voted to remove all present
officers and directors from the Western
Dark Fired Growers Association with
the exception of those from districts
eight and nine which were not
represented at the meeting. District
eight is Hickman and Fulton counties
and district nine is Obion, Weakley and
Henry counties in Tennessee.
Ellis said this morning, however, that
the group did not follow the bylaws in
calling Wednesday's meeting.
According to Ellis, the bylaws require a
petition signed by 10 percent of the
members of the association and
notification to all members by letter ten
days in advance of the meeting.
During last night's meeting, Wendell
Edwards, a Montgomery County,
Tenn., dark-fired tobacco grower who
is a director of the Eastern Dark-Fired
Spending urge Heats
Up '78's Last Quarter
WASHINGTON (AP) — A strong
surge in consumer spending heated up
the nation's economy late last year
even more rapidly than analysts had
expected, the government reported
today.
The Commerce Department said the
value of U.S. economic output in-
creased at an annual rate of 6.4 percent
in the fourth quarter, an exceptionally
strong performance.
A month ago, in its preliminary
report, the department said the growth
rate was 6.1 percent in the October-
December period, a sharp increase
from the 2.6 percent rate in the third
quarter.
Since then, however, the economy
has shown a few signs of slowing down,
and many economists now believe a
recession is likely by the end of the
year.
Overall, the gross national product -
the market value of all goods and
services produced by the economy —
increased $76 billion to an annual rate
of $2.2 trillion, the department said.
After adjustment for inflation, that
would be a 6.4 percent growth rate, well
above the 4 percent considered
necessary to avert serious unem-
ployment.
However, the administration expects
economic growth to slow to between 2
percent and 3 percent this year as the
government tries to restrain the
economy in the anti-inflation fight.
Private economists, including the
Business Council, predict a slower rate
of growth of about 1 percent, with a
recession likely late in the year.
G. William Miller, chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, told the Senate
Budget Committee today that the
"surprisingly strong surge" in the GNP
cannot and should not be sustained. The
first priority, he said, is to combat
inflation even at the price of increased
unemployment.
Miller also said he expects inflation to
be between 7.5 percent and 8.25 percent
in 1979, compared with an ad-
ministration estimate of 7.5 percent.
However, Miller added, "we could be
fortunate" and hit the president's
estimates.
Some private forecasters have
predicted inflation will be 9 percent this
year, and economists for the Business
Council, a group of the nation's leading
corporate chairmen, predict a
recession toward the end of the year.
Carter told a group of state and local
officials Wednesday he hopes to have
his "real wage insurance" program
through the House Ways and Means
Committee "in the near future."
"I believe it's accurate to say that the
more that members of Congress have
studied the basic principles of this
proposal, the more progress has been
made and the more support evolved,"
the president said.
The plan is designed to give tax
rebates to workers who comply with
Carter's voluntary 7 percent wage
guideline if inflation exceeds 7 percent.
vit is one of the main elements of the
president's anti-inflation campaign.
Carter said he also was heartened
because some labor unions that first
opposed the idea or had been cool
toward it were now giving it qualified
support.
Impact On Peace Talks Not Immediately Known
Tobacco Growers Association,
defended the group's action saying the
official call had been sent out to the
directors and officers and they were
given sufficient notice.
Holding a copy of the district bylaws
high above his head, Edwards said,
"Here is the way. The decision you
people will make is legal because you
followed the constitution.
The group's action last night named
James Wilson of the Ballard-Carlisle
district president of the association
replacing Leonard Grief of McCracken
County. Also named as new officers
were Jimmy Cooper, representing
district four as first vice president;
Donald Prather, district five, second
vice president, while Ellis was retained
as general manager of the association,
as was Minnie Craig, secretary.
Chosen to represent the growers from
the various districts were:
District One (Graves Co.) — Jay
Goatley director and Charles Seigler,
advisory committeeman.
District Two (Graves Co.) — Eugene
Riley, director, Bobby Hayden, ad-
visory committeemen.
District Three (Calloway Co., west of
NG&SIL railroad) — Gary Brame,
director, Dennis Chester, advisory
committeeman.
District Four (Calloway Co., east of
NCALSIL railroad) — , Jimmy Cooper,
director, Ralph Carraway, advisory
committeeman.
District Five (Marshall County) —
Donald Prather director, Danny
Prather, advisory committeeman.
District Six — Carl McNeil, director,
Audrice Otey, advisory committeeman.
District Seven (Ballard and Carlisle
counties) — James Wilson, director,
Wayne Wilson advisory committeman.
District Eight and District Nine were
not represented at the meeting,
-therefore the grower members elected
to retain the present board members
from those districts.
Forrest Burchard of Melber, was
named director at large.
In addition to Ellis, Grief and Craig,
current officers of the association, who
Ellis says are still in office, are T. A.
Smith, Graves County, director-at-
See TOBACCO,
Page 18, Column 5
STUDENT WORKER — Among the 980 students involved in some form
of student-employment at Murray State University is Gena Cleaver, 20,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, jr., Almo. A 1976 graduate of
Calloway County High School, Gena is a student secretary in the Depart-
ment of Speech and Theatre, and is shown with one of her supervisors, Dr.
James L Booth, an associate professor of speech. A senior music education
major, she plans to teach music following graduation from the university.
She is a member of the Marching Racer Band, the symphony orchestra, the
wind sinfonietta and holds membership in Gamma Beta Phi.
Carter Sending Team To Egypt To Check Weapons Needs
WASHINGTON ( AP — Responding
quickly to an appeal from President
Anwar Sadat, the Carter ad-
ministration will send a special survey
team to Egypt in April to measure that
country's weapons needs.
The Pentagon team's mission could
be the first step in a new move by the
administration to equip Eygpt with
modern arms.
The impact on Mideast peace talks,
now in their second, secrecy-shrouded
day at Camp David, Md., was not
immediately clear.
But Israel and its supporters would
be wary of any move by the White
House to boost the strength of
surrounding Arab countries.
Sadat lodged his appeal for modern
American weapons at a meeting
Saturday in Egypt with U.S. Defense
Secretary Harold Brown.
With Iran's sudden breakaway from
the Western camp, Egypt is offering
itself as a potential guardian of U.S.
interests in the Middle East.
The survey team will include military
officers and technicians.
"We feel we just had to take a hard
look at their defense needs," said one
U.S. official, who asked not to be
identified.
He said the assessment would he
given to Brown, who then would consult
When Was Washington Born?
Take Your Pick From 4 Days
By SAM HARTZ
WASHINGTON AP) — Today is Washington's Birthday,
not to be confused with last Monday, the federal holiday.
George may have understood such things. He wasn't born
on either of those days, but on Feb. 11. •
Thus, Washington could have three birthday celebratioX.
Or four, if you cowg Feb. 12, 1798.
It's all a bit puzzling, but the first change stemmed from
England's adoption of the Gregorian calendar in 1750.
Washington had been born under the Julian or "old style"
calendar on Feb. 11, 1731. The switch moved the date 11 days.
So after that, was his birthday on Feb. 22?
Yes, iii most places, but not in his hometown of Alexandria.
Va. The good citizens there stuck with tradition and
celebrated ()lithe old date, Feb. 11. George w_ent along.
But perhaps Alexandria residents didn't know that
Washington, through his secretary, had sent word in 1792 to
Monies Jefferson about his birthday preference. ,
president considers the 22nd day of this month as his bir-
thday, having been born on the 11th, old style," wrote Tobias
Lear.
Washington's diary contains this entry, seven years later:
"Feb —11 (1799) — "Went up to Alexandria to the.
celebration of my birthday. Many maneuvers were per-
formed by the uniform corps end an elegant ball and supper
at night."
On Feb. 22, 1797, an even more elegant ball was held
Philadelphia, then the seat of government. The attenda,,
was 12,000.
What about Feb. 12, 1798?
Because Feb. 11 fell on a Sabbath that year (no dancini
the Alexandria celebration was moved a clay. Noted 0
obliging Father of his Country: "Feb. 12 — Went to a t)
given by the citizens of Alexandria in commemoration of 11
birth."
The Monday Holiday Act of 1968 provided the fourth daN
-T. Lear has the honor to inform 'Ir. Jefferson that the which to celebratelhe first president's birthday.
with President Carter.
U.S. officials said there was no
comparable plan to send a survey team
to Israel. "Our relationship is so
longstanding and so fixed, a special
survey of their situation isn't
necessary," the official said. Israel
depends on the United States for vir-
tually all the weapons it cannot
ma nuf act ure.
Sadat's armed forces are now
equipped largely with Soviet weapons.
Except for some spare parts, his
pipeline to Moscow has been shut off
since 1974, when Sadat turned to
Washington for help in recovering the
territory Egypt lost to Israel in the Six-
Day War of 1967.
last year, Carter agreed to sell 50 F-5
fighters to Egypt, thereby ending an
unofficial U.S. offensive arms em-
bargo. To make sure Congress did not
block the move, and an even more
controversial decision to. sell advanced
jets to Saudi Arabia, Carter packaged
the weapons with arms shipments for
Lsrael.
Faced with a take-it-or-leave-it
proposition, Congress narrowly ap-
proved all the sales.
The F-5 is a short-range fighter
designed basically as a defensive
weapon. A decision to equip Egypt with
more sophisticated weapons could
•
11.74 . .
NEW DUMP TRUCK — Two 2 -ton Chevrolet dump trucks well.
delivered to the county last week. The trucks, according to Rob Walston
superintendent of the Calloway County Road Department, will be used for
hauling gravel. The cost of the trucks was S27,777.60. Shown with one of
the trucks are, left to right, Ian Dalton, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet: Magistrates
Tommy Bogard;Gil Hopson, Billy Erwin anti Dan Barren; and Walston.
generate even more opposition.
The new round of peace talks opened
Wednesday under U.S. auspices with a
joint pledge to complete an accord as
soon as possible.
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
took charge of the meetings at Camp
David, in the Catoctin Mountains of
Maryland.
He met separately with Egyptian
Prime Minister Mustafa Khalil and
Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
after having breakfast with both of
them. Then, in late afternoon, Vance
brought the two ministers together
again.
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Mild with occasional periods of
showers and thunderstorms
tonight and Friday. Lows tonight
in the upper 40s and highs Friday
around 60.
• Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Saturday through
Monday calls- for a chance of
showers Saturday and Sunday
and partly cloudy skies On
1‘46,,T ond a y
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Bill Phillips addressed the
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association at the
monthly meeting held at the
First Assembly of God on
Wednesday morning, Feb. 14.
His subject was the "legal
aspects of pornography and
enforcement procedure."
"We are faced today with a
moral misuse of legal
freedoms," Phillips stated.
"Those who exploit their First




corresponding duty to exer-
cise that freedom respon-
sibly.
The freedom to tempt the
younger generation to
abandon their Christian up-
bringing and embrace the
standards of the gutter should
not have to be tolerated,"
Phillips continued. "It will
take coiiceriied people, a
concerted community effort,
and strenuous enforcement of
the pornography laws to
reverse our present trend."
Mr. Phillips is the Murray
City Attorney and Chairman
of the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Board.
'.As a member of the
Murray-Calloway County
Youth Center Committee, I
know there are many citizens
concerned enough to work
toward providing our
yowigsters with Christian
alternatives to the pressures
and temptations that surround
them on the street," Phillips
concluded.
Ruth Warren Baptist Women Hold
Meeting At Home Of Carol Turner
The Ruth -Warren BaptiaL
Women of Sinking Spriar
Baptist Church met in the
home of Carol Turner on
Tuesday. Feb. 13, with Ava
Watkins, president, presiding.
Maratha Covey presented
the program entitled "People
at Play, People Who Pray."
She told about missionaries
who work in resort areas
throughout the United States.
Wanda Walker was in
charge of the "Calendar of
Prayer" with each member
.,present participating by
giving the names and
locations of missionaries
having birthdays during
February.. Linda Roach led in
prayer and the Scripture was
read from I Thessalonians 4.
The group voted to have the
President carry out the
February Mission Action
Project. They also voted to
distribute some extra lap
robes, made by the group last
year to some elderly and shut-
in persons.
For a future Mission Action
Project the group voted to buy
new curtains for the church
nursery.
Refreshments were served
to Linda Roach, Nancy
Bogard, Patsy Neale, Wanda
Walker, Ava — Watkins,
Maratha Covey and Carol
Turner.
The next meeting will be




 Frances Drake 
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FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1979
What kind of day .will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 11E4
Multiple opportunities may
present themselves career-
wise. Your best bet is to look
your best, for business mixes
nicely with pleasure.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to June 20) tifki,
You may be certain about
travel plans. ff you go with a
close one, you won't have to




(May 21 to June 20)
Don't be careless about
keeping records. Pleasant
times in the P.M. brings
renewed vitality. A visit to a
health club proves in-
vigorating.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22)60
Don't be neglectful re
finances or important
possessions. The P.M. favors
a visit to a new place for ex-
citing times and romantic
prospects.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22 )4
Extra work takes up much
of your time — in fact so
much, that you and co-
workers may get together for
an Impromptu office party.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP
A loved one will elude your
efforts to analyze the
relationship. Check inner
doubts and enjoy each won-
derful moment this day
brings.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Avoid carelessness with
health; diet. The evening
hour's favor home en-
tertainments. Buy something
that the whole family can
enjoy.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In/ Ar''
Don't sit by the phone, but
you may get an unexpected
invitation for a pleasurable
outing. Pleasant news has you
in a cheerful mood.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) elk
Not the best time for making
travel plans, but a walk down
an unfamiliar street may lead
to a purchase of an unex-
pected bargain.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
You may have to do some
re-thinking about a financial
matter. P.M. hours favor
socializing, attending group
functions, and new romantic
prospects.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 19 to Feb. 18)
You're in the mood to give
someone a pleasant surprise.
Make sure you're familiar
with the person's taste before
buying a gift.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A social gathering will have
romantic possibilities as well
as other stimulating en-
counters. You may meet
someone from afar.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile, adaptable, and
would dislike a routine oc-
cupation. Your adventurous
nature likes excitement on the
job though you're capable of
dealing with practicalities. An
original thinker, your best
success comes with a good
education. Don't let a desire
for money and success lead
you into the wrong occupation.
Miss Laurie Ann Haley
Is Married To Mr. Ross
Miss Laurie Ann Haley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Haley of Dexter, was
married to Dwain Nicklos
Ross, son of Mrs. Marsha
Garland and Dwain Ross, in a
January wedding.
The vows were solemnized
at 7 p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ,
Murray, with John Dale
performing the double ring
ceremony. A selection of
traditional wedding songs was
used during the ceremony.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before a fifteen
branch candelabrum centered
with an arrangement of white
and melon carnations, baby's
breath, and greenery.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was lovely in her
gown of white Chantilly lace
over taffeta. The empire
bodice featured a softly v'd
neckline with embroidered
designs of pearls and bishop
sleeves with cuffs of the same
detailing and closed with tiny
self-covered buttons. The
flared skirt featured designs
of lace and pearls with a
hemline border of wide
Chantilly lace trim. The skirt
gently swept into a chapel
length train.
Her elbow length veil of
illusion and lace was of double
tiers bordered in lace and
attached to a Juliet cap of lace
and embroidered pearls. Her
colonial bouquet was edged in
white lace and held Sonia
roses and baby's breath.
Mrs. Tina Lewis was the
only attendant for the bride.
She wore a soft apricot gown
styled with a flowing cape.
Her flowers consisted of a
single Sonia rose, baby's
breath, and leather leaf, tied
with ribbons of these colors
with love knots.
Kevin Bennett serVed as
best man for Mr. Ross. The
ushers were Terri Lewis and
Patrick Ross. The groom wore
a melon Sonia rose, and his
attendants wore boutonnieres
of melon carnations.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Nick los Ross
Mrs. Tammy Salyer, sister
of the bride, kept the register
table at the entrance of the
church. A single bud vase
holding carnations and baby's
breath adorned the table.,Mrs.
Salyer had a corsage of melon
carnations and baby's breath.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Haley wore a navy street
length knit dress. The groom's
mother wore a rose knit dress
featuring a white shawl. Their
corsages were of white car-
nations.
Reception
The bride's parents were




carnations, baby's breath, and






Shelton Baby Girl (Kathy),
Free Sign Language
Class Being Held
A free sign language class to
teach skills for com-
municating with the deaf is
being offered at Murray State
University on Thursday
evenings for 10 weeks which
began Feb. 15.
To meet from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. in Room 342 of the
Special Education Building.
the non-credit class is spon-
sored jointly by the Division of
Adult Education of the Ken-
tucky Department of
Education, the Kentucky
School for the Deaf, and
Murray State.
It is open to any interested
person 16 years of age or
older. Participants may enroll
by attending the first class
meeting.
Leah Hart, a rehabilitation
counselor for the deaf, will
teach the class.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling Dan
Grimes in the Center for
Continuing Education at
Murray State 502 ) 762-2716.,
Rt. 2 Bx. 185, Hazel, Scull,
Baby Boy (Doreen). S. Side
Manor Apt M-5 Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Robin E. Harned and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Bx. 405,
Hickory, Mrs. Neelam Tandon
and Baby Boy, 1524 Oxford
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Eulala
Barnett, 1314 Vine, Murray,
Charles R. Johnson, Zim-
merman Apts., Murray,
Shannon G. Williams, Rt. 2,
Bx. 53, Hazel, Jacqueline M.
Laird, P.O. Box 14, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Kathie F. Elkins,
905 McClains St., Paris, Term.,
Mrs.' V. C. Browning, 818
Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Jucy Walker, Rt. 5 Bx.
2360, Murray, Mrs. Sara A.
Robertson, Rt. 2 Bx. 155,
Paris, Tenn., Toy W. Grooms,
307 N. 5th, Murray, Collie A.
Moody, Rt. 3 Bx. 85, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Ruby 0. Harris,
723 Nash Dr., Murray, Garrett
Andrews, Murray Manor,
Murray, Euin D. Jones, 111 N.
9th, Murray, Mrs. B. Wall
Melugin, 719 Poplar, Murray,
Luther A. Blanton, 506 N. 1st,
Murray, Bryan M. Hill, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Estelle Spiceland,
New Concord.
Some 17 million future U.S.
citizens were processed
through Ellis Island, N.Y.,
from 1892 to 1954.
table which was covered with
a cloth of ivory lace over pink
taffeta. The three tiered white
wedding cake was decorated
with roses in the bride's colors
and was topped with a
miniature bride and groom
statuette. Punch was served
from a Crystal punch bowl.
Serving the guests were
Miss Tina Ross, Mrs. Tammy
Salyer, Mrs. Kelly Bennett,
and Mrs. Ann Williams who all
had corsages of melon car-
nations.
Miss Toni Thomas
distributed rice bags to the
4llests.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Ross
are now residing at 603 North
18th Street, Apt. C, Murray.
I HEALTH
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Seven years ago I had a
severe heart attack that re-
quired a month of hospital-
ization. I recovered very
well.
About two years ago my
doctor put me on Inderal. I
have had excellent results.
However, since taking
Inderal, my sexual capabili-
ties have been reduced to
practically zero.
I realize that my being
over 80 years old is a serious
deterrent to sexual activity
but need there be a complete
blackout? Otherwise, I feel
reasonably well and strong.
Does Inderal do that to all
those who take it? Isn't there
anything to look forward to
sexually?
DEAR READER — There
is no evidence that Inderal
causes impotence or a loss of
sexual capacity. I'm glad
you have done 14ell with the
medicine and I doubt that it
has anything at all to do with
your problem.
There are many, many
causes for impotence. I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 3-12 on this prob-
lem. Other readers who
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Brenda Gail Shelby of
Murray Route 4 was




Starkie Colson of Almo has
been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIEN'It
William Mardis of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Kevin McIntosh of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Ralph Lovett of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Many causes of impotence
Lawrence Eiamb, M.D.
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
This issue will explain the
various causes for impo-
tence. Remember it's just a
symptom and it can be
caused from psychological
problems, circulatory prob-
lems or neurological prob-
lems and hormone prob-
lems.
You should know that over
half of the American men
over 75 have lost their sexual
capacity. In some societies,
sexual capacity is sustained
for longer periods of time.
The above figure should in-
dicate to you that half of the
American males over 75 still
maintain sexual capacity.
There are many instances
in history of men over 100
who have fathered children.
In Russia, the Abkhasians
are said to remain sexually
active past 100 years of age.
The Soviet Union's Ethno-
graphic Institute reported in
1963 that a man, 119 years
old, remained potent in all
respects including demon-
strating a sperm capacity to
become a father.
It's true that any serious
illness including serious
heart and vascular disease
can pretty well wipe out a
person's interest in sex.
What do you have to look
forward to sexually? Since
you are over 80 years old,
there might be a limit as to
what can be achieved. If you
are deficient in hormones,
sometimes these can be
added but that imposes the
danger of increasing abnor-
mal. changes in the prostate
gland. That's why doctors
don't like to do that in men in
your age group.
You might hayø a circula-
tory problem which could be
improved surgically but you
have to ask whether the
risks and other problems
associated with the opera-
tion would be justified in
your case.
The same applies to artifi-
cial devices which can be
inserted surgically and have
proved to be succesoftd.
They work but again, should
it be done considering the
rest of your medical status.
Finally, it depends on your
definition of sex. There are a
lot of people who gain a
certain amount of pleasure
Just by smelling the flowers
instead of picking them.
PRESCOTT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Prescott of Almo Route 1 are
the parents of a baby boy,
Christopher Joseph, weighing
eight pounds four ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on
Sunday, Feb. 11, at 3:52 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Rebecca, 4. The father is
employed at the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company,
Union City, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Lillian Prescott and Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Barnett, all of
Murray Route 8. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Orvis Hendrick, Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey Barnett, and Mrs.
Melissa Hooks, all of Murray.
ONLY 1 WEEK







Rates Allowed By Banking Law.
90 days, 6 months or 12 months maturity, $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity, 81,000 minimum
30 months maturity, Si ,000 minimum
4 years maturity, 61,000 minimum
6 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum







Effective 2-2179 thru 2-28-79 Money Market Certificates 9.370%
Six months, $10,000 minimum .' New rates established weekly
Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered must be re-written within ten days after the maturity of the existing
Certificate.
PENALTY FOR WITHDRAWAL ?RICA TO_MATVIIITT OF A TIME DEPOSIT 
As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1973, you may not withdraw all or any part of your time deposit
prior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal is made.
At such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If the bank does consent the following penalty will be
assessed on the amount withdrawn.
The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit onlhe amount withdrawn at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this bank on the date of withdrawal and the depositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period- of three months or for the period since the date of the deposit, whichever is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account of the depositor shall be deducted from the amount



















































































He's Not a Good J9e
By Abigail,Van Buren
len by Chicago Tribene-N N. News Synd inc
DEAR ABBY: Joe and I have been married before. We
have a wonderful marriage and I love him dearly. Joe has
five grown children and six grandchildren. We entertain
them often. I go out of my way to make them feel welcome
and loved, and Joe has often expressed his appreciation for
the way I treat them.
I have two grown, unmarried children. We have a great
relationship. They are sensible and well-mannered and I'm
proud of them.
However, whenever my children visit us, which isn't often
because they live out of town, Joe becomes unfriendly and
sulky. He finds fault with them constantly. He usually
retires to his bedroom early without even a goodnight. You
could describe his behavior as rude. My children must sense
his unfriendliness because they seldom come to see us now.
I've told Joe how unhappy I am with his behavior, but he
insists he is not rude or unfriendly. Meanwhile, the situation
remains unchanged.
Should I change my attitude toward HIS children in an ef-
fort to show him how unfair he's being to mine?
JOE'S BEWILDERED WIFE
DEAR WIFE: No. Instead, get Joe to talk out his feelings
about your children, and try to find out why he's so rude and
unfriendly to them.
Your solution—to fight fire with fire —could cause your
wonderful marriage to go up in smoke.
DEAR ABBY: My husband wants me to try group sex, but
I just can't see having anybody in bed with us. He says he
doesn't see anything wrong with making our lives a little
more exciting, and this is one sure way of doing it.
What is your opinion of this?
, LONE-STAR STATE
DEAR LONE: Three's a crowd. Especially is bed.
DEAR ABBY I've never seen a problem like mine in your
column. I'm (33-year-old normal man except that I have ab-
solutely no hair on my chest, arms or legs. And that is where
I want hair the most. I have plenty of hair on my head and a
thick growth in my pubic area, so I know I can grow hair, but
I'm so ashamed of my hairless body I avoid going to the
beach.
Is there some kind of treatment I can take to promote the
growth of hair where I want it? I am miserable in my
hairless state. I want to be like the other guys.
HAIRLESS IN HILO
DEAR HAIRLESS: End your misery by seeing an en-
docrinologist la gland specialist). In the meantime, paste-on
hair for chests is available in some of the better men's shops.
It's true! Would I lie to you on George Washington's birth-
day?
Can't cope? Abby offers hope. For a personal reply write
to Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a
stamped (15 cents), self-addressed envelope.
tat elf-is tr-fria art-a wilkw kik wiVai arik.w or-2,
v,
We are pleased to announce that
Sherry Smith, bride electof Tommy
Mohon, has selected her China, Pottery,
Stainless and crystal from our complete
bridal registry.
















crafts demonstrations and a
hog-calling contest will
highlight a Kentucky Hills
Weekend at Kentucky's
Cumberland Falls State
Resort Park, near Corbin,
March 16;18.
The weekend opens with a
folk concert Friday, March 16,
at 7:30 p.m. by Dick and Anne
Albin, Kentucky musicians
and song writers. The Albins,
who live in Stanton, have
recorded five albums and
represented Kentucky in the
National Folk Festival.
Saturday's activities in-
clude a wilderness survival
walk led by John Tierney of
Carter Caves and a talk on
edible plants by herbalist E. J.
Carr, who will point out the
plants during a walk through
the park.
Crafts demonstrations, a
quilt sale and a movie on
quilting are planned Saturday
afternoon, followed by sack
races and a hog-calling
contest in which the prize will
be a live pig. Square dances
are scheduled Friday and
Saturday nights.
Spring lodge rates will be in
effect. Reservations may be
made by contacting Cum-
berland Falls State Resort
Park, Corbin, KY 40701,
telephone 606-528-4121. The
toll-free number from any
point in Kentucky is 1-800-372-
2961. Persons in surrounding
states can call toll free, 1400-
626-2911.




State Resort Part, at the
above address.
Multiple Sclerosis
Society Chapter Is -
Organized In Area
The Western Kentucky
Chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society held
its annual meeting on January
29.
Officers elected were Greg
Frederick - chairman; George
Tim berman - vice chairman;
David Bowen - treasurer;
Mrs. Mary Ann Schempp -
secretary.
Elected to the Board of
Trustees were: Talbott R.
Allen, Jr., Mrs. Carol B.
Armstrong, Roger Bonn, Art
Foell, Mrs. Judy Him, Bob
Horton, Dan McNutt, David
Monohan, Patrick Nevins,
Emil Peter, Matt Tatum, Ed
Vittitow, Bill Woofter, and
Ardell Young.
The Advisory Committee
members are Neil Benner,
Robinson Brown HI, Steven
Fairfield, Larry Hysinger,
Mrs. Betty Leonard, Charles
Horton, Mrs. Jane Maness,
Harry Rothgerber, Jr., Sister
Claudia Wirtz, and John
Yarmuth.
BENTON PATIENT
Roy Rowe of Hardin was







SPECIAL TRAY FAVORS were presented by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the World to the
Westview Nursing Home and the Fern Terrace Lodge as a
special project for February. In the top photo Judy McCarty,
right, sorority member, presented the favors to Jean Lovett
of the Westview Nursing Home, and in the bottom photo
Donna Garland, left, sorority member, presented the favors
to Laverne Tapp of the Fern Terrace Lodge.
Marilyn Morton Speaks At Meet
Held By Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Marilyn Morton from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital presented the
program at the meeting of the
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held Thur-
sday, Feb. 1, at the Ellis
Community Center.
The gieat speaker discussa
the -new. -Ultra-Sound
diagnostic equipment that is
now available for the use of
patients at the local hospital.
Ms. Morton was- introduced
by the hostesses for the




presided, and Wanda Morris,
secretpry, gave her reports.
Also present for the meeting







Norma Omelanuk, and Joyce
Nunnally.
• • at•
inatton Ceremony Held At
Murray Eastern Star Meeting
The degrees of the order
were conferred upon two
persons, Mason and Edna
Crass, in an initiation
ceremony held at the meeting
of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
held on Tuesday, Feb. 13, at





presided at the meeting.
Other officers serving were









Louise Short, organist; Judith
Jackson, Adah; Dorothy
Dodd, Ruth; Thelma Farley,
Esther; Lola McClain,Mar-
tha; Shirley Murray, Electa;
June Crider, warder protem;
'Dee lamb, sentinel.
Special persons introduced
were Bill Cates, past worthy
grand patron; Nina Lee Holt,
BENTON PATIENT
Jack Reed of Hardin was




Euell Naliney of Hardin was




Lowell A. Forres, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill F'orres of Hazel,
remains a patient at St.
Elizabeth Hospital, Building
B, 2698 Martin Lnther King,
Jr., Avenue, Washington, D.
C. 20032. His parents visited
him recently and said he
enjoyed receiving cards and







Cromwell and Ewiice Henry,
deputy grand matron and
patron respectively; Frances
Churchill, Audie Mae
Alexander, Ruby Byers, Rita




matrons of Temple Hill and
Hardin chapters respectively;
Elizabeth Roberts, Spring
Lake, N. C., Chapter 333.




Clinton, Temple Ha and
Hardiii.
At the December meeting
the degrees of the order were
conferred upon Debra and
Gene Darnell and Elna and
Leroy Todd in an initiation
ceremony. The January
meeting was cancelled.
The Murray Chapter will
have a call meeting on
Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall for the pur-
pose of an initiation. The next
regular meeting will be on








(Linda), Ex. 296 Puryear,
Tenn., Helton, Baby Boy
(Jamie), 241 Covey Dr.
Murray, Baker, Baby Girl
(Vicki', Rt. 4 Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Karen Birdsong and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3 Murray, Mrs.
Nancy V. Ray, 1001 Reynolds,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ovena M.
Eugley, Rt. 5 Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Beverly McClain, Rt. 7
Bx. 260 Mayfield, Mrs. Norma
J. Fry, Rt. 1 Bx. 54A Almo,
Douglas G. Tucker, Rt. l Bx.
132 Kirksey, Mrs. McKellar
Paschall, Rt. 1 Hazel, Mrs.
Mary A. Futrell, Rt. 1 Almo,
0. M. McReynolds, Rt. 7 Bx.
27 Mayfield, Mrs. Terrie W
Allen, 1034 Manley Ave. Paris,
Tenn., Robert Mason, Bx. 64
Dexter, Mrs Fratikie41—&-
anfield, Rt. 2 Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Ora F. Clayton, Rt. 6
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lana J.
Watson, Rt. 1 Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Samrnye J. Robertson,
Rt. 1 Bx. 155 Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Thelma L. Dixon, Rt. 1
Bx. 109 Murray, Valerie J. Th-
weatt, Rt. 3 Benton, Jennifer
A. McClain, 511 Broad,
Murray, Denise J. Burton, Rt.
3 13x. 1021 Murray, T.G. Curd
Sr., Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs. Bobbie
Ferguson, P. 0. Bx. 211
Murray, Elishe C. Mohundro,
Hazel, Mrs. Trudy Miller, Rt.
2 Bx. 38 Murray.
Dr., Mrs. Howard
To Speak, Alphas
Dr. -and Mrs. Robert
Howard will be the guest
speakers for the noon lun-
cheon of the Alpha Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held Saturday, Feb
24, at the club house.
The couple has traveled
extensively in foreign
counries and their topic will be
"The Cultural Aspect of
Travel and Study."
This program on European-
Education will be in keeping
with the Department's in-
ternational program theme
for the year, according to Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, chairman,







Top the spring season with
a delightful lightweight
coot from our beautiful easy-
care fabrics that keep you
an the go around the dock.
Select from the newest
styles in single or double
breasted tie or button
front 54.00 to 100.00
Positively
spring . . . free-
flowing dresses.
Breeze into spring 'no fresh new dress front Bright's
. exciting collectian..Ftettering, versatile new style* full
of Me ore ovoi lobt. r% your favorite fashion colors for Sprung
You'll find pretty little prints and solids in the season s most





Every sharp citol,knows Mot you con moke it big •
• fast the bore essentials SO here's o sman one calif,
Slide with kidskin vamp and /qina's status nome otote
A voi table in wine, straw, block or camel kid ai 40.00
••••••••11.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday, February 22
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet for practice at 7 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray High School Concert
Band, conducted by James
Light, will present its annual
winter concert at 7 p.m. at the
University School Auditorium.
This is free and open to the
public.
Free Disco Workshop and
Dance will be held at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park. For in-
formation call 474-2211.
Non-denominational Bible
Study will be held at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 205, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State.
Awards banquet for on-foot
and carcass judging com-
petitions in West Kentucky
Barrow Show will be at 6 p.m.
in the private dining room,
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State.
Clarinet recital by Matt
Whitfield, Brandenburg, will
be at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Drama, -And Miss Reardon
Drinks A Little," will be
presented at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
TheaVe. Admission is $3 per
periion or by season ticket.
Life and Learning course on
Organic Gardening will meet
in Room 402, Faculty Hall,
Murray State.
Knights of Columbus will hold
ladies night at 6:30, p.m. at
Gleason Hall. A potluck dinner
will be served with games to
follow.
zeta Department of Muri ay.
Woman's Club is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the court house at 7
p.m.
Friday. February 23
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at 9:30 a.m. in the Executive
Room of the WOW Hall with
Dr. Glen Hendren as speaker.
Ogle Greenfield will conduct
informal sessions- on home
gardening at the Senior
Citizens Greenhouse from 10
to 11:30 a.m. This is open to
interested persons.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and persons may
call 753-0929 by 9 a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
Friday. February 23
Drama, And Miss Reardon
Drinks A Little," will be
presented at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission will be $3
per person or by season ticiret.
Fourth annual Robert F.
Alsup Distinguished Lecture
and Workshops will open at 7
p.m. in the lecture hall of the
Special Education Building,
Murray State, with Dr. Jack
Cassidy as speaker.
Saturday, February 24
The Robert F. Alsup
Distinguished Lecture and
Workshops will start today at




Jeffery N. Nash, Grand
Rivers, 3-dimensional design
by Jim Jenkins, South Bend,
Ind., and prints by Carol
Hoffman, Fairfield, Ill., will
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State, and continue
through March 7.
Saturday, February 24
James Campen Chapter of
the Sons of American
Revolution will have a lun-
cheon at 12 noon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
All interested people are in-
vited.
Drama, "And Miss Reardon
Drinks A Little," will be
presented at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission is $3 per
person or by season ticket.
PATIENT AT BENTON





Karl Lee of Murray was




Bits and pieces of Cheddar
cheese can be used for Rosy
Cheese Spread, great for
after school or pre-dinner
snacking. Place one cup
shredded Cheddar cheese, '4
cup dairy sour cream, liar (2
oz.), chopped pimento and
liquid, 2 teaspoons Wor-
chestershire sauce and one
teaspoon Dijon mustard in
blender container; cover.
Blend until mixture is smooth
and creamy. Refrigerate one
to two hours to blend flavors.
Use with assorted crackers or
vegetables as dippers. Makes
about 1 L2 cups.
Saturday, February 24
Mardi Gras Dance for
adults of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets may be secured from
members.
Kentucky Music Educators
Association solo and ensemble
festival for junior high and
high school students from the
First District Education
Association will be held all
day in Lovett Auditorium and
the Fine Arts Center, Murray
State.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
noon luncheon at the club
house with Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Howard as guest
speakers.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for





Women will meet at 4:30 p.m.
at the church.
Senior High and Youth
Group of First Presbyterian
Church will sponsor a church-
wide chili supper at 6 p.m. at
the church.
Piano recital by Steve
Hopkins, Paris, Tenn., will be
at 2 p.m. at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Senior trumpet recital by
Steven Craig Cole, Hayti, Mo.,
will be.,..at 3:30 p.m. at the
recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Second annual initiation for
National Honor Society for
Alpha Delta Mu for junior and
senior social work majors
with grade point average of 3.0
and up will be in Room 432,
WellsHall, Murray State, at 3





to plan and operate food
programs are available to
non-profit organizations which
have large numbers of low-
income children in their
summer programs.
According to Redwood
Taylor, director of School
Food Services in the Kentucky
Department of Education, the
summer food programs, like
school lunch programs, are
supported by the VS.
Department of Agriculture
taid-prOVT-de --free nutritious
meals to children during
school vacations.





ments, churches or social
service groups. They may be
reimbursed for planning,
organizing and operating the
food service.
While the majority of the
summer food programs would
be nonresidential, summer
camps enrolling low-income
children would also be eligible
to participate in the program.
The federal government is
particularly interested in
receiving responses from
rural areas, which are often
underserved.
The requirements for the
subsidized food programs are
as follows:
-Sponsors must be non-
profit organizations which are
capable of operating the
TREAS INTERIORS
OFFERING COMPLETE INTERIOR









SPECIALS GOOD THRU MAR. 21
Congoleum
Vinyl











Prices Good Thru Feb. 28
TREAS INTERIORS
1313 Poplar St. Benton
MURRAY PHONE 759-4026
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE - LOW PRICES
program.
-Children must eat their
meals at designated sites.
Potential sponsors should
contact Redwood Taylor,
Director, Division of School
Food Services, Kentucky
Department of Education,
Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601, or
phone (502) 564-4390.
In a ritual of courtship
the male cardinal feed




Connie, Rt. 1 Big Sandy,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nancy L. Harrington
and Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Benton,
Lana Dinwiddie, 323
Washington, Camden, Tenn.,
George S. Gallagher, 1814
Sherry Lane, Murray, James
R. Wright, 107 N. 4th Murray,
Kimberly K. Garland, P. 0.
Bx. 174 Hazel, Mrs. Betty A.
Bliler, 301 Corbin, Paris,
'yam, Jamie F. Morrison, 101
N. 13th Murray, Mrs. Betty L.
Kelso, 806 Sunny Lane,
Murray, Rhine Barker, P. 0.
Bx. 173 Norris, Ill., Mrs.
Mignon Outland, 416 S. 8th
Murray, William S. Grogan,
Rt. 4 Murray, Alvin E. An-
derson, 1014 Payne, Murray,
Mrs. Lottie Garner, 719 Rney
Ct. Murray, Gerald Richer-
son, Rt. 7 Bx. 600 Murray, Van
D. Sullen, Rt. 1 Sedalia,






Burkeen, Baby Girl (Bar-
bara), Rt. 5 Bx. 395A Murray,
Mullinax, Baby Girl (Shelia),
Rt. 1 Bx. 91E..Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cherly A. Wiseman,
1012L2 Chicksaw, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Pamela J. Beecham, Rt.
3 Paris, Tenn., Fred L. Work-
man, 313 Woodlawn, Murray,
Robert Howard, 1712 Ryan,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia A.
Haley, Rt. 2 Water Valley,
Lewis L. Warner, Rt. 8 Bx. 46
Murray, Mrs. Sharon C.
Combs, Bx. 221 Grand Rivers,
Mrs. Janet L. Prescott and
Baby Box, Rt. 1 Bx. 216 Almo,
Mrs. Kathryn L. Langston,
- 1711 Melrose, Murray, An-
-Ifni-fly G. Arnold, 208 Sunset
Dr. New Johnsonville, Tenn.,
Lois I. Bell, Rt. 1 Bx. 73
Mansfield, Tenn., Robert D.
Woodall, Rt. 1 Bx. 58A Almo,
Carl R. O'Connell, Rt. 1 Bx.
179 Caneyville, Mrs. Golciie C.
+ HOSPITAL NEWS
Cole, 506 S. 8th Murray, H.
Aultman Newport, Rt. 1
Puryear, Term., Clarence H.
Windsor, Rt. 1 Hazel, Mrs.
Valta Walker, 700 Riley Ct.
Murray, Curtis Doty, Rt. 1
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Vera
M. Gillahan, 209 Irvan,
Murray, Radford B. Windsor,
Rt. 7 Murray, Mrs. Virginia E.
Kelly, 1005 Vine, Murray,







Mrs. Connie McColgan and
Baby Giri, Rt. 1, Big Sandy,
Tenn., Mrs. Jamie R. Helton
and Baby Boy, 241 Covey Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Bonnie C. Clark
and Baby Girl, Rt. 9, Benton,
Mrs. Vicki G. Baker and Baby
Girl, Rt. 4, Benton, Cindy C.
Kimbel, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Term., Mrs. Nita F. Gum, 1008
W. Gate Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Betty L Palmer, Rt. 1, Bx 207,
Almo, Mrs. Sharon M. Scott,
816 S. 4th, Murray, Mrs. Clara
Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 82, Almo,
Karen S. Robinson, 2014
College Farm., Murray, Mrs.
Billie J. Shelton, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Patricia M. Schrnelter, 405 N.
7th, Murray, Mrs. Ray Jean
Harrison, 903 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Anthony L. Duncan,
General Delivery, KirCsty,
Ronald Lee Danner, 1618
College Farm Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Rettie Aimed& Edwards,
607 Olive St., Murray, Commie
E. Cain, Rt. 1, Box 67, Almo,
Herbert P. Shepard, 1309
Poplar, Murray, Earl Crume,
CR Box 210, New Concord,
Walter J. Karnes, Rt. 1, Box
243, Kirksey, Mrs. Anne M.
Morrison, Rt. 2, Box 26,
Murray, Maynard Ragsdale,
503 N. 6th, Murray, Mrs.







(Kathleen), Rt. 2, Box 351,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Linda S. Chandler and
Baby Boy, Box 296, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Doreen Scull and
Baby Boy, Southside Manor
M4, Murray, Mrs. Ella F.
Davis, Rt. 5, Box 475, Murray,
Mrs. Brenda I. Satterwhite,
Rt. 1, Bx. 28, Murray, Mrs.
Debby K. Green, Rt. 3, Box
126, Murray, Harry Lee
Garland, Rt. 1, Box 145,
Kiricsey, Jonathan D. Har-
dison, rt. 5, Mayfield, Glen H.
Beach, Rt. 2, Box 283A,
Murray, Donald L. Stom, 223
S. 11th, Murray, Mrs. Kathy
Shelton, Rt. 2, Box 185, Hazel,
Mrs. Mary V. Majors, Rt. 1,
Box 129, Murray, Mrs. Nida J.
Puckett, Dexter, Mrs. Conley
L. Paschall, Rt. 1, Box 258,
Farmington, Michael S.
McWherter, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Johnie G. Elkins, 905
Meadow Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Nellie M. Eaton, 1507 Kirk-
wood, Murray, Mrs. Clotille
Wisehart, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Euple Cavitt, 1917 Coldwater
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Ina M.
Triplett, Rt. 4, Box 875,
Murray, William P. Dailey,
Sr., P.O. Box 145, Hazel,
Margie C. Lamb, Rt. 1, Box
234, Farmington, Mrs. Hazel
W. Jones, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Parvin L. Adams, Rt. 2, Box C
56, Murray, Mrs. Vera F.
Outland (expired), Almo, Carl







Pamela ), Rt. 3, Paris, Term.,
Atkins, Baby Girl (Cathy), Rt.
7, Benton, Key, Baby Girl
(Martha), Rt. 1, Bx. 167,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Shirley J. Swift, Rt. 6
Bx. 106, Murray, Mrs. Jenner
V. Burkhart, Rt. 4, Bx. 418A,
Murray, Mrs. Klara E.
Wutzke, Rt. 3, Bx. 100, Paris,
Tenn., Oscar G. Arauz, P.O.
Bs. 4617, Hart Hall, Murray,
Ivor A. Parks, 1714 Holiday
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Mackree
Ward, 1501 London Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Frances C.
Ratterree, 712 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Peggy lx-Bebber, Rt. 7,
Murray, Sandra E. Emerson,
1507 Belmont, Murray, Mrs.
Charldean Brock, Rt. 5, Bx.
452L, Murray, Mrs. Mary R.
White, P.O. Bx, 589, Cadiz,
Mrs. Mary E. Turnbow, Bx.














We've updated one of our
most popular recipes.
31-2 pound roasting chieken,
.cut up
14 cup flour
(4 teaspoon celery salt
14 teaspoon nutmeg
14 teaspoon garlic powder
2 tablespoons butter
20-ounce can chunk pineapple
in heavy syrup, undrained
2 tablespoons Japanese soy
sauce
1 tablespoon sugar
Coat the chicken with a mix-
ture of the flour, celery salt,
nutmeg and garlic powder. In a
large skillet in the hot butter,
lightly brown the chicken; re-
move the chicken. To the dripp-
ings in the skillet add the pine-
apple, soy sauce and sugar;
stir low over, low heat to get up
any browned' particles; pour
into an oblong glass 3-quart
baking dish (131:2 by 83/4 by 13,4
inches) or similar utensil. Top
with the chicken in a single lay-
er. Bake uncovered in a pre-
heated 350-degree oven, basting
midway, until chicken is tender
and brown - 1 hour. Makes 4
or 5 servings.






STOP PAYING RETAIL PRICES
SHOP Murray Home & Auto





Mylar° protected 12 blade







16 OZ. STEELMASTER •
RAMMER
16 oz curved claw votes
sional Quality tubular steel
handle with comfortable vinyl





Cuts and shapes with pulling
action Non clogging blade






key chain pocket knife Blade





DUSK TO DAWN MERCURY LAMP
Fully automatid Photo sensitive cell switches on at




level with top reading tea





Contoured for pulling lilting






4 pretested bulbs, choice of
60, 75 or 100 watt
COMPARE OUR PRICES... PLEASE
OS















WOOD, COAL, GAS, OIL, ETC.t
$ '1496130" PIPE
YOU CAN BUILD A FLUE IN MOST HOMES
WITH LESS THAN $100 OF TRIPLE WILL
PIPE. COMPARE THAT WITH A $1500
FIREPLACE. WE'VE JUST ABSORBED





saw for the how% handy
man Precision-ground








Sturdy plant support Simple
to erect. Use for tomatoes.
beans, cucumbers. etc One





























































remarks made by President
Carter and by Mexican
President Lopez Portillo, we
are encotiraged that the leaders
of the two nations are getting
together to discuss important
issues.
While we recognize the im-
portance of developing ties with
China and other faraway coun-
tries, we believe it is even more
important to strengthen
relationships with our neigh-
bors.
While it may be true that
Mexico's newly found oil
resources are attracting the at-
tention of the United States,
there are other _reasons
America would do well to
cultivate a deeper friendship
with Mexico.
For one thing, Mexico is a
growing industrial nation, ex-
periencing an annual rate of
growth of approximately 6.2
percent.
Mexico is our most important
trading partner in Latin
America and our fifth largest
trading partner in the world.
The United States has $3.2
billion in foreign direct in-
vestment in Mexico.
Culturally, ties with our
neighbor run strong. Mexican-
Americans are one of the
largest and fastest growing
ethnic groups in the country.
The 2,000-mile border which
divides the United States and
Mexico also serves to link the
two nations as neighbors. The
border presents problems —
but also opportunities for
cooperation.
And, as we mentioned,
•
Mexico is discovering it is rich
in energy resources.
It has been estimated that
eventually Mexico's new oil
discoveries could give it an im-
portance approaching that of
Saudi Arabia.
Mexico is expected to become
an increasingly important sup-
plier of petroleum to the United
States and world markets, with
daily exports expected to reach
1.2 million barrels by 1982:
In early January, the
President of PEMEX (the of-
ficial state petroleum en-
terprise) announced that
Mexico had 40 billion barrels of
proven reserves, 57 billion
barrels of probable reserves,
and 200 billion barrels of poten-
tial reserves.
The present and future im-
portance of Mexican-American
cooperation makes the











The Story Of —39
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C•Prigin, 1171
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In addition, Calloway County had one of the largest percent-
age of home ownership in the nation; one of the highest percentage
of college degrees per capita found in the nation; one of the higher
percentages of prosperity and lesser degree of poverty found in the
state; one of the highest degree of public morality found in official
life; one of more pleasant compassion and human kindness to be
found in the Midsouth. The problem is to pinpoint, analyze, and
provide scientific explanation for the phenomenum is the major
purpose of this paper. Once these criteria are scientifically identi-
fied, an answer could be found to our astounding success as com-
pared to neighboring counties in a radius of 100 miles, therefore
providing a blueprint for thousands of other counties over the
nation and throughout the world.
In no way is it intended to leave the impression this county
is a utopia, nor to be overzealous in appraisal. Its fair share of
reversion to the animalism of a barbaric society is accommodated,
particularly noticeable in the last few years. But the historic
overall accomplishments, compared against the dire circumstances of
the past 154 years, have been noteworthy. That is the story.
In Perrin's review, accepted as one of the best available, of the
educational development of the county, he with his colleagues state:
The Murray Institute was established in 1871 by a stock company,
the proceeds arising from the sale of the old seminary building,
serving as a financial basis for the enterprise. The company was
incorporated with a capital of $5,000, which was found inadequate
for the erection of the proposed building, whereupon the school
district proposed to pay the additional amount required in six
years of local taxation. As security for the district, the county
issued bonds to the amount of $8,000, which were purchased by
private individuals; these bonds were all paid by the district when
they became due. The Institute is the handsomest school structure
west of the Mississippi River. It is two stories high, completed
at a cost of $17.500, enclosing seven large rooms.
"It stands in the midst of a beautiful plat of four acres, and is
an ornament to the town of Murray. The school was organized in
1872 by Prof. Henry Nold. The principal at the present time is
Prof. H. E. Holton. By a special act of the legislature this school
is authoriized to grant state certificates to its graduates. There
are at present time 71 school districts in the county, 82 for white
pupils and 9 for colored. The number of white children of school
age by the enumeration of 1884-85 is 4,451, colored 403. Amount
paid to school teachers for the above school year $8,000. The
superintendent of school at the present time is Prof. N. B. Barnett."
The Institute building burned in 1904. Students were trans-
ferred to the Pants Factory on East Poplar Street at tiie railroad.
(The succeeding school building to burn in 1919 will be appro-
priately described in subsequent chapters as the events will be






A Visit From The Crown Prince
Turns Out An Imaginative Hoax
This yarn, sent to me by Marjorie
Major, sounds like something Bob
McGaughey would dream up and pull
off.
Not long ago, eight students — six of
them freshmen — became folk heroes,
as far as the University of Pittsburgh
campus is concerned, with their Arab
"crown prince" hoax.
After a month of planning, the eight
formed an entourage of Saudi Arabians
from a non-existent place called
"Geptwab," and fooled just about
everybody in the Pittsburgh area for
quite some time.
They first surfaced at the airport,
where they had rented a black
Chevrolet and put Arab flags and a seal
on it to make it look official. Two
students in the school's theater
department had provided makeup and
some costuming. .
The six then paraded about Pitt-
sburgh in full headdress and expensive
costumes rented from a theatrical
playhouse, managing enough Arab
words to fool people everywhere they
went.
4-- ±
One of the group was designated the
"crown prince," and some official
looking stationery bearing an im-
pressive seal also was made up for -the
prince." -- -
The group was royally welcomed as it
visited all THE PLACES to go in Pitt-
sburgh — the Drake Well, the Quaker
State headquarters, the city's largest
shopping centers and the main
department stores. They even rented
suites in the city's fanciest hotel for one
night.




In addition to his brilliance as a
scientist, the great physicist Albert
Einstein (1879-1955 was also a wise and
witty man, whose writings contain
many insights. Consider these
aphorisms dedicated to a friend and
written several years before Einstein's
death:
Whoever undertakes to set himself
up as judge in the field of Truth and
Knowledge is shipwrecked by the
laughter of the gods.
-4-4-
The attempt to combine wisdom
and power has only rarely been
successful and then only for a short
while.
Bible Thought
. . . Though your sins be as scar-let, they shall be as white as snow;
though they be red like crimson,they shall be as wool. Isaiah 1:18.
Sinners can talk to God. The
mystery of God's forgiveness is
closely tied to the glory of souls
that are born again.
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University of Pittsburgh, laughed it all
off, saying, "A little spoof of authority
was probably deserved." He figured
the entire operation cost the students
involved something like 11,000.
+++
The hoax surfaced after the "crown
prince" and hi& entourage had
departed, supposedly for their native
-Geptwab."
Several days after the visit, the
"prince's" personal secretary, iden-
tified as Bal Shey-tar, but actually a
student from Meadville, Pa., wrote the
Titusville, Pa., paper and the letter was
featured in an early edition.
Another paper had printed a picture
of the visitors as they took pictures of
the Quaker State Building, and later
carried a lengthly story about the visit
under the heading, "It Was a Prince."
The big city paper, The Pittsburgh
Press, was even taken in, printing a
story of the visit and quoting the
"Arabs" as saying they might purchase
one of the city's major shopping cen-
ters.
Among the letters which prolonged
the hoax was one sent to the office of the
university president. In it the "Arabs"
stated that they had been "rudely in-
sulted by several students and found
living conditions in the university's
-housing facilities deplorable."
The letter went on to say that the
"crown prince" had planned to send his
nephew to the Pitt campus because of
its close, association with the oil in-
dustry, but that such plans had been
changed. "I had visions of $2 million
going down the drain when I read that
letter," the president said later.
He caught on to the hoax when he




On behalf of the Officials of the
Murray Independent School District, I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank Mr. Ray Clark of the Murray
Street Department and his fine crew of
men for their assistance in clearing the
snow from our school parking lots and
the streets adjacent to the schools.
As you know, we make every effort to
keep our schools open for the education
of our young people but at the same
time their safety must be a prime
consideration. People like Mr. Clark
increase the likelihood of our being able
to keep the schools open during weather
such as we have experienced for the
last few winters. He and his crew have
worked hard to see that cars and buses
could arrive at the schools and
discharge their passengers safely and
that our staff members could park their
cars in lots cleared of snow.
I certainly believe that Mr. Clark and
his crew should be commended for the
fine job they performed for our City
Schools,
Sincerely,
Robert G, Jeffrey, Supt
WRITE A LEITER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
aod encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any lettet and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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read the letter to the main campus dean
of students. "He told me it was a hoax
after I read the first paragraph," he
laughed, adding that rumors going
around the campus indicated that
something like the spoof was going to
happen.
+++
-It was a good-natured spoof at self-
viewed importance," the president was
quoted as he pointed out that the
students were really trying to point out
the tremendous amount of credibility
paid to rank — especially foreign rank.
The university president said none of
the students would be reprimanded for
the deception. They had violated no
laws. They had paid their bills, and did
not defraud anyone. The students had
been given some technical help from
theatrical students and even some
members of the Pitt faculty.
The president admits to a lot of fun
looking back on the hoax, and praised
the students for their "creativity,
perseverance and the ability to keep
their mouths shut."
To cap it all off, the students had
taken movies of their movements about
the city during the deception and as
they were being warmly welcomed by
people in official capacities and in high
places.
Then one night they showed their film
to a capacity audience in the univer-
sity's auditorium.
+++
Can't you just see all that!
I think that was a great idea, and
apparently beautifully carried out. I
appreciate Mrs. Major, who used to live
in the Pittsburgh area, sharing it with
me. It was all good clean fun. No
physical damage was done, and no one
was hurt — except possibly for some




Sgt. E-5 Stanley T. Hargrove, son of
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove of Murray
Route 1, has returned home after
serving for the past year in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Jack K.
Farmer, 75, and Mrs. Rebecca Haley
Ford, 64.
Ada Sue Hutson, Steve Howard, and
Bobby Dodd, all of Murray, have been
named as members of the cast for the
play, "A-View From The Bridge," the
spring theatre production at Murray
State University on March 20-72.
Miss Katherine Ann Scott, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. "Robert Neil Scott of
Murray, was married to Barton
Thomas Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward L. Thompson of Paris, Tenn.,
on Jan. 31 at the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Ruth Bennett and Debbie Calhoun of
Calloway County have begun spring




Pvt. Jimmie D. Foster, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Foster of Hazel
Route 1, has been assigned to Company
D, 5th Battalion, 1st Training
Regiment, Fort Jackson, S. C., for eight
weeks of basic combat training.
The home of Max Rogers on Sharpe
Street was damaged extensively by
heat and smoke yesterday, according to
Flavil Robertson, chief of the Murray
Fire Department.
Mr. and Mrs. James Burt McCain of
Hopkinsville announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Nell, to William
Thomas Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Burman Parker of Murray.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat New Concord 54 to 52. Lamb
with 20 points was high scorer for Almo,
while Green got 17 to be high scorer for
New Concord.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Tunnel of Love" starring Doris
Day: and Richard Widmark.
.,30 Years Ago
The , Kentucky General Assembly
called into special session by Gov.
Earle Clements for March 1 faces four
major issues-laws relating to property
assessment and taxation, welfare
appropriations, building commission
revisions, and loan rates on rural
electrification.
Deaths reported include D. C.
Wilkinson.
W. W. Dickerson, D. W. Billington, T.
G. Waller, Leslie Gilbert, George C.
Lovan, H. C. Chiles, H. F. Paschall, T.
T. Crabtree, and Wendell H. Rone will
be the speakers at the Bible Institute to
be held Feb. 23 to 27 at the Memorial
Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Todd on Feb. 14 and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Morton Fosberg on
Feb. 16.
Prof. Rex Syndergaard spoke on
current vital national issues at the
meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held at the




By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — After Phil
Ardery finished his novel, several
publishers admitted it was interesting
but recommended that he put it aside
for 20 or 30 years.
"I decided to follow their advice
because the market was glutted with
books on the war," he recalled.
dropped the rough draft of mine into a
drawer in 1944."
Nothing happened until a few months
ago, when the University Press
operated by the University of Kentucky
learned of the manuscript and asked to
examine it.
"They told me the material wasn't
the type they usually print but they
were going to gamble on me."
Ardery had several titles in mind but
the publisher suggested "Bomber
Pilot," and the book, detailing his
World War Il experiences, was
released in November.
"Sales have been good," he said.
"There were 5,000 copies on the first
run and most of them have gone."
Ardery flew 26 combat missions.
earned a handful of decorations and
was a survivor of the disastrous air raid
on the oil fields near Ploesti, Romania,
on Aug, 1, 1943.
"Headquarters informed us that if
the low-level attack were successful,
we would cripple Germany's produc-
tion and force them to rearrange their
war plans."
The operation, given the code name
"Tidal Wave," involved 178 B-24s. By
day's end, 53 had been shot down and
446 airmen had been listed as killed or
missing in action.
"That bombing run probably had the
highest casualty rate of any during the
war," said Ardery, adding that five
men received the Medal of Honor.
Among the recipients was IA. Pete
Hughes of Corpus Christi, Texas, whose
aircraft crashed in flames after
dropping its bombs.
"Pete had given his life and the lives
of his crew to carry out this assigned
task," Ardery said. "1 put him in for the
Medal of Honor."
The group commander rejected the
recommendation because "he thought
it should go to a higher ranking of-
ficer."
Several days later when reporters
visited the base looking for human
interest stories, Ardery showed them
the citation he had written for Hughes
"and they took it from there. Pete got
his medal."
Ardery, released from active duty in
1945, returned to his law practice and
also assumed command of the Ken-
tucky Air National Guard.
"My career has been a mixture of the
law and the military," said Ardery,
whose father was a prominent Bourbon"
County judge. "I was admitted to the
bar in 1938 after picking up degrees
from the University of Kentucky and
Harvard."
He tried politics twice, running for
the U.S. Senate in 1946, and for the
House in 1956 and then decided "politics
wasn't for me."
Ardery served during the Korean
War, but "I was lucky and was
stationed in England."
In 1965, he retired as a major general
and recently decided to give up his
Louisville law practice.
"I'll be 65 soon and want to do more
writing."
He's working on a history of Bourbon
County "as it was when I was a boy
there." 4





• CYNTHIANA, Ky. (AP) —
1▪ ̀ ••ctiA Harrison District Court jury
:•:'has convicted a Cynthiana
• . woman of cruelty to animals
; and meted the maximum
zipenalty one year in jail and
:ca $500 fine.
The six-member jury of five
•omen and one man
•deliberated only 40 minutes
iWednesday before returning
.the guilty verdict for Frieda
Joyce Jackson, 27.
The charge against Mrs.
Jackson stemmed from recent
:..search by the county dog
• warden and a sheriff's deputy
at Mrs. Jackson's B. J.
; Kennels. Authorities found
; several dead and
7 malnourished dogs.
. District Judge Wayne
: Fitzgerald set sentencing for
.% next Wednesday.
Men Held In Jail
In Connection With
Airplane Theft
: SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
:Two men have been held in the
iPulaski County Jail in lieu of
:$150,000 bond in connection
leith the theft of an airplane
:here.
Charged with theft by
:unlawful taking were
*Lawrence Frank, 28,
;Belleville, Mich., and Fred
:Puffy, 37, of Viper, Ky. They
:'were arrested in Lexington,
:y.tere the $100,000 aircraft
::was recovered, and returned
:here.
. The plane belonged to
-Robert Sutherlin, manager of
-Somerset Flying Service, who
discovered it missing when he
arrived at the airport here
Friday.
. James Brough, manager of
.:Lexington's Blue Grass
:Airport, said the plane showed
:pp there later Friday and men
in the control tower became
suspicious because the pilot
wasn't sure of the number of
his plane, he changed the
:number a couple of times"
'while talking with them.
Airport police investigated
and found that stick-on
numbers had been placed over





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An administrative hearing for
the alleged owner of a Bullitt
County hazardous waste dump
site has been rescheduled
from today to March 27.
The hearing for Mrs. A. L.
Taylor of Fairdale was or-
dered after the Department
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
filed an administrative
Complaint last month against
her.
The agency contends Mrs.
Taylor operates the facility
without a state permit and
that it pollutes a nearby
stream.
Growers Sell 74,396
Pounds Of Burley At
Lexington Auction
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Growers sold 74,396 pounds of
burley tobacco Wednesday at
Lexington, the last Kentucky
market still holding auctions.
They received $90,954 for the
leaf, an average of $122.26 per
hundred pounds.
Volume was down sharply
from Tuesday's sales, when
farmers sold 309,262 pounds of
burley for $382,540, an average
of $123.69 per hundred pounds.
Wednesday's sales brought
total volume for the season to
443,369,237 pounds, sold for
$584,500,259, an average of




FRANICFORT, Ky. (API —
City Manager Paul Royster's
proposal for a dam upstream
from Frankfort has only
limited flood control potential,
according to a preliminary
survey by the Army Corps of
Engineers.
The corps, analyzed
Royster's concept of a 75-foot
dam in the Kentucky River
gorge on the Franklin-
Anderson county line.
Royster. who advanced the
idea after last December's
devastating flood here, insists
thatta multipurpose dam at
Owt1 location could provide
effective prittection
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Free Live Entertainment All Afternoon In Our Store By
JIMMY TUBBS AND































































































































































































Page 7 Thursday, February 22, 1979
Everyone is familiar with
the story: a high-school star
comes to college with point
totals and press clippings in
his head, expecting to shred
the university ranks with his
play.
Some write off the first year
they sit on the bench as just a
quirk: "We had a good Waal of
veterans. I'll play plenty next
Tony Wilson
Sports Editor
year," he tells inquirers. But
another year passes, then
another, and finally the "star"
finds himself out of eligiblity,
with little college credit and
plenty of self-pity.
Tom Leffler came to
Murray State in 1975 on a
basketball scholarship from
Township High School in
Lemont, Ill. He, too, came
loaded with credentials: "I
averaged about 30 points a
game in my senior season,"
Leffler says.
Now a senior on the Racer
basketball squad, Leffler has
started just four games in his
college career, all this season.
But don't expect any excuses
from Leffler. He doesn't offer
any.
"Plenty of players go
through winning and play for
four years without learning
anything," he says. "We've
lost three of my four years
here, and I think I've learned
a great deal from the ex-
perience."
Leffler arrived in Murray
the same season then-
assistant coach Fred Overton
was promoted to the head job.
He was on the roster the three
years that Overton coached,
the only player on the current
squad who was.
"There wasn't a lot of
discipline on the teams when





Leffler says. "I respected
him, sure, and I really liked
him. But for the type of
basketball team the com-
munity of Murray wants, I
think they have the right man
now."
As much as Leffler and the
three teams lost under
Overton — the combined wan-
lost mark during the period
was 44-59 — Leffler hardly
expected the season the
present Racer squad is
having.
Murray is 4-21 and has
already surpassed the
previous Racer record for
losses in a season by four
games. And, prior to Mon-
day's victory over Western
Kentucky in Bowling Green,
Murray had failed to win a
contest on the road.
"We've been a good team all
year," Leffler says. "And I
can't explain why we've lost
so many games. But I can
honestly say that I wish I had
a couple more years to play
here, because I can guarantee
anyone that Murray State will
soon have a dynasty in the
OVC."
The main Oference in
Overton and coach (Ron)
Greene," Leffler says, "is that
coach Greene concentrates
more on defense. We don't
really have the complete
player on the team, and he
recognizes each man's
weaknesses and makes him
aware of it."
What success Leffler has
had as a Racer aside from this
season came during the 1975-
76 season, his first as a Racer.
Leffler came off the bench to
score eight points and grab
five rebounds to help Murray
beat Eastern Kentucky at
home.
And midway through this
season, Leffler started both
games in the Dec. 28-29
Poinsettia Classic in
Greenville, S.C. Despite his
scoring output of 13 and 14
against Georgia Southern and
Yale, respectively, the Racers
lost both games.
"The team was having a lot
of problems then," says
Leffler. "And I think coach
Greene was just trying to
shuffle the lineup and hope to
come up with the right
combination. I accepted
Vies K y E;onomy Cot Center
Tone Leffler (23) hasn't played a great deal during bis hastetitall career at Murry State, but be
feels no regrets for not attending another school where he might have enjoyed more court time.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
starting like I accepted sitting
on the bench — whatever is
best for the team.
"It bothered me at first ...
not starting," Leffler admits.
"But not for long. I tried to
view everything as a learning
experience, like going to class,
and it helps."
Leffler usually occupies a
seat next to Greene on the
bench. "I talk to him about
strategy a lot," says Leffler.
"I like to think that I aid the
team as much or more off the
court by helping the players
communicate with the
coaches and each other."
Leffler denies feeling any
regrets of not attending
another university where he
might have played more.
"The fans here, especially this
year, have been unbelievable.
I don't think anyone could
name a school that would
draw 5,300 people to see a 3-20
team play (when Murray
See LEFFLER, page 8
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SERVICE
Milerray Ledger & Times
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
It started with a list of 200
players, and 64 eventually
visited the Murray State
campus. Now, with 24 of
them safely tucked away
on national letters-of-
intent, Murray State
football coach Mike Got-
tfried and his staff can
finally get their breath.
Wednesday was the first
day that grid recruits could
sign a letter with a school,
and college recruiters all
over the nation spent the
day knocking on doors and
sitting in living rooms.
"It is a good solid list of
players on paper," said
Gottfried, in his second
season as Racer head
coach. "But I can't take all
the credit. My assistants




of letters an Ohio Valley
Conference school may
sign in any one year is 30,
and Murray State was the




eight; and Morehead, five.
Those figures well
New At Big Mac's
Complete Marine Supply Center
INTRODUCTORY SALE - 20% OFF ALL ITEMS SHOWN BELOW
marine fasteners
•colld stainless stool
illustrate a point Gottfried
made about the problems
in recruiting with a young
program.
"The other schools have
had years to recruit and
build upon each preceding
one," he said. "This is our
second year — actually our
first in terms of full
recruiting years — and the
program has to be built a
brick at a time. Our goal is
a winning season next
year."
Murray, which finished
4-7 last season, lost 18
seniors. Only four seniors
will be on the Racer squad
next season.
The 24 players represent
12 states. Most had already
signed OVC grants-in-aid,
but that only eliminated
other OVC schools the
Racer coaches had to
worry about. The gridders
could still commit them-
selves to schools in other
conferences.
The national letter bind a
player to a single school.
The signees break down
to 14 defensive players and
10 offensive ones. Eight are
interior linemen, and seven
of those eight weigh in at
225 pounds or better.










Winston Ford, a 6-2, 190-
pound quarterback,
completed 50 passes for
1025 yards at Carver High
School in Memphis last
season. He was second
team all-state and helped
Carver to a three-year
record of 28-3. Ford per-
sonally accounted for the
winning score in five
games last season.
John Walsh, a 6-2, 190-
pound wide receiver from
Northwest High in St.
Louis, played just one year
of high-school football but
made the most of it.
He caught 15 passes for
four touchdowns, and the
catches averaged 24 yards.
Perhaps even more im-
pressive were his track
achievements. Walsh was
an All-America sprinter
during his junior season,
clocked at 9.4 in the 100 and
4.4 in the 40. He was un-
defeated in the 100 until
false starts eliminated him
In state competiton.
Gottfried offers an ex-
planation as to his staff's
apparent success in
recruiting: "Our staff
See RACERS, page 8




Pleased With Recruiting Season
Racers Sign 24
Continued from page 7
believes in itself and we think
we have something to offer."
Gottfried admits many
players that the Racer
coaches went after weren't
interested. "But when you
recruit in numbers, you have
to expect that. We were able to
get some really talented kids.
Building a successful program
will depend on our ability to do
that year after year."
IMIRIAT STATE SIGNIES
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-BM Wt High School Jr. College
/ 175 Tr - -1 County High
6-3 205 Rock Volley JC
6,0 185 1-tenders-on Co. High
6-1 190 Rock Volley ./C (111.)
6-3 230 St Jude High (Ala. )
6-5 245 Lake Co. High ( Tenn. )
6-4 210 St Thomas Aquinas (Fla.)
6-2 190 Carver High (Memphis)
5-11 180 Holmes JC
6-1 225 L ees -McRae JC (N.C.)
6-2 200 Jesseamine Co. High
6-0 185 Loki, County High (Tenn,)
6-0 265 College of the Canyons
6-4 205 College of the Con yons
6-3 220 McClenny High (Flo. )
6-3 230 Russellville High
6-2 200 Butler Co High
6-0 190 • Ports High ( Ky.)
6-0 205 Bonnabel High (to.)
6-3 220 St Jude High (Ala.)
5-11 190 East Miss. JC
6-4 230 Normandy High (St Louis)
6-3 240 Pierce JC (Calif. )
6-2 190 Northwest High (Mo.)
Leffler Has Enjoyed
Playing At Murray
Continued from page 7
played Middle Tennessee last
Saturday 1.
And what of future plans'
"I'll have to come back this
fall for another semester and
do my student teaching," he
says. ''Then I hope to coach.
Losing as a player, I think, is
definitely helpful experience
for a coach laW on."
Connors, Fibak Notch Victories
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — World Championship of
Jimmy Connors whipped Tennis tournament.














Mina Jausovec of Yugoslavia
upset No.3 seed Greer Stevens
of South Africa 6-2, 6-2 to
advance to the third round of a
$150,000 women's tennis
tournament.
In other singles matches,
Martina Navratilova, the
defending champion, ousted
Kate Latham 6-3, 6-4.
DENVER — Wojtek Fibak
of Poland defeated Marty
Riessen 6-1, 6-4, to advance to
the quarter-finals of a $125,000
meii's pro tennis tournament.
Fibak will face Francisco
Gonzalez of Puerto Rico. who
retired veteran Tom Okker of








Potato 8 Toast The
Apple Pies on us'
Thursday through
Sunday this month
Clemson Tops Duke With 'Tiger Pause!
By HERWHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
"There ain't no more up-
sets," winning Coach Bill
Foster said Wednesday night.
"We never got the tempo the
way we like it," losing Coach
Bill Foster said Wednesday
night.
"Everybody can beat
everybody else, and that's the
way it was tonight," said
winning Coach Bill Foster.
"This is our first blowout of
the year. All our other losses
have been under 10 points, and
this thing tonight really got
out of hands," said losing
Coach Bill Foster.
Coach Bill Foster's sixth-
ranked Duke Blue Devils had
lost five other games by a total
of 19 points but this time they
were blown out 70-49 by Coach
Bill Foster's Clemson Tigers.
Billy Williams scored a
career-high 21 points as
Clemson knocked Duke out of
a first-place tie with North
Carolina in the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
Clemson bolted to a 31-15
halftime lead and then used its
"Tiger Pause" offense to keep
things under control.
"We got some nice backdoor
plays on it," said Clemson
Coach Foster. "We didn't
want to take anything but a
layup or a foul off it (16 of
Clem.son's 23 baskets came on
layups and we were pretty
patient with it. Our guys have
a lot of confidence in it and we
feel that we can use it pretty
effectively on anybody."
Elsewhere in the Top
Twenty, third-ranked Notre
Dame crushed Oklahoma City
88-60, No. 8 Syracuse routed
Niagara 120-82, No, 15 Temple
defeated St. Joseph's, Pa. 76-
68, No. 17 Georgetown edged
George Washington 73-71 and
No. 20 DePaul clobbered
Valparaiso 104-76.
Notre Dame got a career-
high 21 points from Orlando
Woolridge and 14 rebounds
from Bill Laimbeer in
crushing Oklahoma City. The
Irish rolled to a 21-8 lead and
had a 43-25 halftime bulge.
Syracuse had no trouble
with Niagara after 6-foot-11
Roosevelt Bouie scored nine
points in the first five minutes.
The Orangemen roared to a
33-10 spread and upped it to 66-
27 at halftime. The victory
was the 16th in a row for
Syracuse and 44th in a row at
home and it was pure murder.
Walter Montford scored 26
points and Keith Parham
added 19 to lead Temple over
St. Joseph's as the Owls
clinched first place in the East
Coast Conference,
Steve Martin, who scored 20
points, sank two free throws
with 13 seconds left and
enabled Georgetown to hold
off George Washington. Three
other Hoyas were in double
figures.
DePaul scored the first 10
points against Valparaiso and
the Blue Demons were on top
33-12 midway through the first
half. Gary Garland paced the
winners with 22 points and
Mark Aguirre added 20.
Elsewhere:
—Larry Gibson's jump shot
at the buzzer gave Maryland a
controversial 54-53 triumph
over Wake Forest. Coach Carl
Tacy of the losers claimed
Maryland used more than five
seconds to get the ball in-
bounds prior to Gibson's
wuuung shot.
—Oklahoma was upset 66-65
by Iowa State on Jon Ness' 20-
foot jump shot with 44 seconds
left but the Sooners, bidding
for their first Big Eight title in
30 years, retained a one-game
lead when runnerup Kansas
State blew a five-point lead in
the final five minutes and
bowed to Missouri 67-63.
—Central Michigan whipped
Ohio University 80-62 and took
over sole possession of first
place in the Mid-American
onference when Toledo lost
to Miami of Ohio 72-68 in
overtime. At the other end of
the standings, cellar-dwelling
Western Michigan lost to
Bowling Green 99-86 and
Coach Dick Shilts was in-
formed his contract would not
be renewed.
—Wayne Robinson's 22
points helped Virginia Tech
beat West Virginia 73-61 and
James Ray had 28 as
Jacksonville downed South
Carolina 79-68.
—Two of New England's
best teams won handily.
Rhode Island, 19-6, trounced
Baltimore 98-61 behind Sly
Williams' 21 points and Enue
Cobb scored 25 points and Joe
Beaulieu added 24 as Boston
College, 21-7, drubbed Boston
University 99-84.
—In the Southwest Con-
ference, Billy Allen, the
coach's son, scored 23 points
as Southern Methodist beat
Texas Christian 89-77 arid
earned a sixth-place tie.
However, said Coach Sonny
Allen,IFIThe win gives us
momentum going into the
playoffs and anything can
happen."




By the Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State used a night
off from Ohio Valley Con-
ference play to face non-
league opponents; one staged
a rout while the other suffered
its 12th loss of the season.
Junior forward James
Tillman poured in 26 points
Wednesday night as Eastern
rolled over Sewanee 119-68 at
Richmond.
The Colonels also got
double-figure scoring from
senior guard Ken Elliott with
19 points, senior forward Chris
Williams with 18, freshman
center Dale Jenkins with 12
and senior foward Vic Mer-
chant with 10.
Meanwhile, in Macon, Ga.,
Mercer's Robert Miles got 22
points as Morehead was
handed an 86-73 loss.
Mercer, trailing 54-53 with
11:40 left in the second half,
outscored Morehead 15-4
during a 51/2-minute stretch
and took a 68-58 lead with 6:00
to go. Miles contributed 5
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• Filter-Floe System
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Jazz' Dismal Mark Helps
Maravich Decide To Sit
Out Rest Of NBA Season
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -
Allstar guard Pete Maravich
says New Orleans' sorry 19-42
record contributed a lot to his
decision to sit out the rest of
the National Basketball
Association season with an
injured left knee.
"If we were 42-19 and in the
midst of the playoffs, I'd
chance the odds," Maravich
said following the an-
nouncement Wednesday that
he would immediately begin
rehabilitating the knee for
next season, "But now, it's
ludicrous to play on it
anymore."
Maravich tore ligaments in
the knee while making a
fancy, between-the-legs pass
against Buffalo on Jan. 31,
1978. Although he underwent
surgery last spring, he played
in 41 Jazz games and the NBA
AllStar game this year but had
to wear a two-pound brace on
his knee.
During the 1978-79 season,
Maravich scored his 15,000th
career point and he now ranks
17th in NBA scoring.
"My right knee has
atrophied some more -
another half inch," he said.
"That makes the left an inch
and a half smaller than the
right knee. I lack the muscle
structure to support the knee,
and there's a great degree of
possibility something else
Anderson Fastest
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. -
Karl Anderson had the fastest
time in training for the U.S.
National Alpine Ski Cham-
pionships downhill race.
Anderson had a time of 1
minutes, 44.81 seconds in the
first of two men's training
tuns. Canadian Steve Pod-
borski had the fastest time in
the second run, 1:45.13.
could go wrong."
Maravich said waiting until
May 1978, to have the
operation probably kept him
from reaching peak condition
last year. And he said playing
in three games while New
Orleans still had a shot at the
playoffs probably com-
pounded the problem because
his knee ballooned with fluid
each time he played.
"I shouldn't have come back
at all to play those three
games," he said. "It was
idiotic on my part. I don't
know what goes through an
athlete's mind - facing the
lions no matter what the
circumstances are."
He said the decision to sit
out the remainder of the NBA
season came after a meeting
Tuesday with Dr. Ken Saer, an
orthopedic surgeon.
"They just felt it would be




sturra High boys ( 12-11) at Wing°
alloa tounty Girls (15-21 vs Lone Oak, Jeffrey
111.1N:that'll
Nturray Baseball ASSOCiaiioft Meeting; 5:30 p.m., West
Vi ig, Calloway County High Scfax)l
Friday
Murray High boys, girls (94) at Fulton County, girls
game, 6:30 p.m. (closes regular season for Murray
teams).
Calloway County boys (5-17) vs Hickman Count),
Clinton, Ky.
Saturday
Murray State men (4-21), women (10-15) vs Austin
Pe,ay, Clarksville, Tenn. (women's game, 5:15 p.m.)
(closes regular season for both teams).
Calloway County boys, girls at Fulton County; girls'
game, 6:30 p.m. ( closes regular season for Calloway).
Former Racer Asst. Resigns
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
An assistant University of
Kentucky football coach has
resigned to join The campaign
of Richard Lewis, who is
seeking the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant
governor in the May primary.
UK spokesman Russell Rice
said tight end coach Billy
Mitchell announced his
resignation today.
Mitchell, who came to
Kentucky in 1974 from Wake
Forest, is a native of
Georgetown and a former
football coach at Manual High
School in Louisville. He also
was an assistant coach at
Murray State.










ire Our Only Business!"
DOE 5300
Assisted By Ford
Kings Rookie Sets Club Record
As Kansas City Routs Bucks
By the Associated Press
How bad are the Kansas
City Kings without rookie
sensation Phil Ford?
The first two minutes of
the fourth quarter he was on
the bench and we didn't get a
shot. That's how bad we are
without Phil Ford," Coach
Cotton Fitzsimmons said
Wednesday night.
Luckily, Ford played 44
minutes in the Kings' 133-117
rout of the Milwaukee Bucks
and, when he wasn't scoring 26
points, handed out 22 assists,
matching the club record set
by Oscar Robertson in 1961
and again in 1966 when the
Kings were the Cincinnati
Royals.
In other National Basketball
Association action, the New
Jersey Nets shocked the
Phoenix Suns 123-112, the
Detroit Pistons knocked off
the Philadelphia 76ers 106-99
in overtime, the Seattle
SuperSonics edged the New
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Celtics nipped the Golden
State Warriors 101-97, the
Atlanta Hawks crushed the
Portland Trail Blazers 10643
and the Denver Nuggets
defeated the Indiana Pacers
114-109.
With Ford responsible for 70
of Kansas City's points, the
Kings posted their 13th con-
secutive homecourt victory,
the longest streak in the 31-
year history of the franchise.
Nets 123, Suns 112
Bernard King and John
Williamson scored 26 points
apiece and New Jersey hit its
first nine shots of the fourth
quarter. Playmaker Eddie
Jordan added 18 points, 12
assists and five steals for the
Nets. Paul Westphal led the
Suns with 25 points and Alvan
Adams scored 24
Pistons 106, 76ers99
M.L. Carr hit two baskets to
spark a 15-8 overtime barrage
that provided Detroit with its
fourth straight victory. A tip-
in by Steve Mix with one
second left in regulation time
forced the extra period.
In the overtime, after Carr
and Philadelphia's Maurice
Cheeks exchanged baskets,
the Pistons ran off four
straight baskets by Bob
Lanier, Carr, Leon Douglas
and John Long to put the game
out of reach. The Pistons
finished with six men in
double figures, topped by
Long's 23 points and Carr's 20.
SuperSonics 96, Jazz 94
Gus Williams scored 20
points to lead Seattle over
crippled New Orleans, which
played without leading scorer
Pete Maravich and Spencer
Haywood.. Williams scored 14
points in the third period when
Seattle took control. New
Orleans was led by Jim
McElroy's 37 points and 29
from Aaron James.
Celtics 101, Warriors 97
Player-coach Dave Cowens
sent Boston ahead on a 20-foot
Jump shot with 27 seconds
remaining and finished with 20
points. The Celtics scored the
last eight points after trailing
97-93 with 2:29 left. Cowens'
jumper broke a 97-97 tie and
Bob McAdoo made two free
throws for Boston's final
points. Cowens, who benched
himself and made McAdoo the
starting center last week,
played 36 minutes. He entered
the game late in the first
period after McAdoo drew his
third personal foul.
Hawks 106, Trail Blazers 83
Wayne Rollins blocked a
club record 12 shots and Terry
Furiow led a balanced attack
with 19 points. The Blazers
played in the Hawks' practice
uniforms because of a
baggage mixup. Portland's
Maurice Lucas led all scorers
with 29 points.
Nuggets 114, Pacers 109
David Thompson scored 30
points, including two key free
throws, and Anthony Roberts
had a season-high 17 points for
Denver. Thompson connected
on two foul shots with 2:25 left
for a 105-102 lead and baskets
by George McGinnis and
Bobby Wilkerson helped
Denver pull away.
. Sports At a Glance
Prep Basketball
Bees games
Sheldon Clark 62 M C Napier
lou Manual 92 Seneca 58
Pleasure Ridge 70 Western 61
Coil Stuart 57 Shawnee 51
Cordia 68 Dike Combs 64
Transactions
79 COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE - Named
Frank Cashen administrator of the
roam' issorier's office.
Girls Games
lou Valle) 56 Holy Rosary 55
Dike Combs 63 Hazard 35
Adair Co 54 Green Co 47
Bullitt Cent 7'7 Marion Co 58
Greenup Co 54 Ash Holy Family 37
Nelson Co 60 Washington Co 58





Washington 39 18 694
Philadelphia 33 23 599
New Jersey 29 za 509
Boston 24 34 414
New York 25 37 .463
Central Divines
San Antonio 36 25 590
Houston 32 26 552
Atlanta 32 29 .525
Cleveland 24 407
Detroit 23 383
New Orleans 19 43 306
Western Coafereace
Midwest Division
Kansas City 38 21 644
Denver 33 n 532
Milwaukee 26 36 419
Indiana 25 35 417
Chicago 27 37 373
Pacific Division







San Diego 30 31 472
Golden State 29 33 459
Wednesday's Games
.Atlanta 106, Portland 83
New Jersey 123, Phoenix 112
Detroit 106, Philadelphia 99, tiT
Seattle 96, New Orleans 94
Kansas City 133, Milwaukee 117
Denver 114, Indiana 109
Boston 101, Golden State 97
Thursday's Games
Houston at Washington







Ky Lake Oil Co  .45 • 31
Harwie Grocery k Hardware 45 31
MK\ baton Auto k Electric 42 34
M.F A. Insurance. 41 35
Shoemaker Seed Co.... 41 35
Astro Car Wash  354 404
Paradise Kennels .  154 404
Key Cars . 344 414
East Y Grocery 33 43
Lucky Seven . 274 484
HIGH TEAM GAME 1SC
McCuiston Auto & Elec  612
McCuiston Auto& Elec  609
Astro Car Wash  573
HIGH TEAM GAME (HC)
McAnston Auto & Elec 797
McCuiston Auto 411 Dec 794
Paradise Kennels 761
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
McCuiston Auto & Elec 1722
M F A Insurance 1703
Astro Car Wash ......... ....... ISO
HIGH TEAM SERIES (HC)
McCuiston Auto & Else 2341
M.F.A. Insurance 2251
Paradise Kennels 7131
HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
Marion Berberich 
Mary Harris 
I nts Smith 
HIGH IND. GAME (HE)
Pam Scott 2M
Mar ion Berberich 2111
Karen Smith 214




HIGH IND. SERIES (HC)
Jane StriAnatan  SOO
Mary Harris  591
Kay Warren  544
HIGH AVERAGES
I ,ois Smith 171
Pat Scott 104
Ann Green  154
Margret Mottle .. 151
Mary Harris - 142
'Jane Parts  141
Marie (lark  140
Vickie Baker  140




















NEW YORK !WETS - Named Jerry
Grote minor league catching latitruelor
SOCCER
American Sneer League
NEW JERSEY AMERICANS - Named
Arthur Stewart head coach.
FOOTBALL
Mathias' Football League
MIAMI DOLPHINS - Named Bill Davis
director of pro personnel.
COLLEGE




Boston College 99, Boston U 84
Bridgeport 101, Adelphi 79
Bucknell 65, Lafayette 63, OT
Connecticut 80. St Peter's 70
Fairfield 96, Vermont 74
Hamilton 79, Colgate 64
I.a Salle 87, Hofstra 73
Northeastern 73, LIU 69
Penn St 54. Massachusetts 42
Rhode Island 96, Baltimore 61
Rader 87 Lehigh 85
Robert Morris 87, Indiana. Pa 79
Rutgers-Newark Wt, Pace 15
St Vincent 63, Pitt-Johnstown 54
Siena 83. Cambia 77
S Connecticut 74, New Haven 72. OT
Spring Garden 102, Penn St -Capitol 61
Syracuse 120. Niagara 92
Temple 76, St Joseph's, Pa 66
Tufts 94. Colby 85
West Chester St 48, Delaware 45
SOUTH
Biscayne 71, Dayton 70
Campbell 70, NE Louisiana 69
Citadel 91, Baptist, SC 42
Clemson 70, Duke 49
E Kentucky 119, Sewanee 66
E Tenn St 14, Th.-Chattanooga 10
Georgetown, DC.73, Geo Washingtor
77
Jacksonville 79. S Carolina 68
Jacksonville St 47, Livingston 96
Maryland 54. Wake Forest £1
Mercer 16, Morehead St 73
Methodist 163, N C Greensboro 96
Old Dominion 72, St Francis. Pa 70
Pfeiffer 51, Gardner.Webb 47
Richmond 79. VMI 76
Roanoke 19, Longwood 53
Virginia 44. William & Mary 40
Va Commonwealth 65, James Mad,''
56
Virginia Tech 73. W Virginia 61
MIDWEST
Cent Michigan W. Ohio U 61
Chicago 63, Lake Forest 62
Cleveland Si 93. Wayne St 59
DePaul 104, Valparaiso 76
E Illinois 83. louis Si
Indiana Cent 82. DePauw 69
Ind. St Evansville 77, Kentucky
Wesleyan 64
Iowa Si. 116, Oklahoma 65
Kansas MI, Nebraska 59
Kent St 75. E. Michigan 71
Loyola. ill M. Evansville N. OT
Miami. Ohio 72, Toledo 56, GT
Missouri 67, Kansas St 63
Moorhead St 103, SW Minnesota 70
NE Oklahoma 61. E tent Oklahoma 57
Notre Dame IS. Oklahoma City 60
Oklahoma St 55. Colorado 53
St Bonaventure 73, Wis Milwaukee 67
St Cloud St 75. Mann -Duluth 62
St Joseph's. Ind 79. Wright St 71, oT
W Michigan 99, Bowling Green 16
Wis 4 ;reen Bay 55, North Park 54
Win -Parluide 71. Wu -Whitewater IS
SOUTNIIITZT
Ark -Pine Bluff 85, Bishop 119
Howard Payne 57, E. Texas St. 42
SMU 19, T(1.1 77
FAR WIDIT
RRI Redlands 81, Claremontnudd 78
177 W Baptist 17, Hawaii Pacific PI
172 Whittier 67, Occidental 63
FREE
CRAFTS CATALOG
Face parSed ../, ..,tfong hobby kits and
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Navy Nuclear Power
Van To Be On
Display At Bel Air
The Nuclear Power Van will
be on display to the general
public at the Bel Au- Shopping
Center, Murray, on Friday,
Feb-. 23, from 3 to 9 p.m.,
according to Jesse Adkison,
Master Chief Petty Officer
Recruiter of the United Starl.es
Navy.
Adkison said this van is
from the Navy Recruiting
Exhibit Center and tells the
Navy's nuclear story with
models and photographs
depicting the degree to which
nuclear power has
revolutionized Naval
Operations oil and under the
sea.
An 8 ft. model of a
Lafayette-class nuclear
submarine and a smaller
model of the USS Nautilus, the
Na%•y's first nuclear-powered
submarine, are displayed,
along with models of the
.Navy's nuclear surface fleet-
the USS Enterprise, USS Long
Beach. and USS Ball ibridge.
This mobile van is one part
of a fleet of Navy exhibits
presented annually
throughout the United States
keeping the general public







LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentuckians for Governor
Nunn Committee has said
former Gov. Louie Nunn will
have "a definitive an-
nouncement" by mid-March




man of the committee, said
Wednesday that $82,000 in
private contributions has been
pledged toward a possible and
strongly expected Nunn




executive director the state
Republican Party, resigned
his post Feb. 15 to become
director of operations for the
Nunn committee.
Vanhoose was Nunn's press




GOP finance chairman, has
assumed Vanhoose's duties
with the Republican Party,
the committee said.
Bowling Green lawyer Ray
White already has announced





PADUCAH, Ky. AP) — The
10-story Citizens Bank and
Trust Co. building here will be
renovated and expanded in a
$2.5 million project, officials
said.
The original tower will be
renovated and a three-story
structure will be added next
door, Pat Cvengros, president
of the bank, said Tuesday.
Between the original
building and the new structure
will be a 10-story glass
elevator shaft that will give
the building added distinction,
according to Robert
Alexander, a member of the
Dallas. Texas, architectural
firm that designed the project.
The project represents a
large part of an overall $23
million restoration and im-
provement effort planned in
downtown Paducah.
Completion date of the bank




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP -
A bill providing for ac-
countability of all special
districts, board: and corn-
missions has been approved
by a task group from the local
government statute revision
The measure would require
annual reporting of all special
units and also publication of a
brief summary of a unit's
functions and other details atr
how it operates.
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MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS
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Kroft Macaroni 8 Cheese
DINNER 71/2 oz. 4/1 w
MILK 5-ice. $ 9
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The University Theatre of Murray State will present Paul Lndel's "And Miss Reardon
Drinks A little" on Thursday through Saturday evenings, February 22-24, at 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre of Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Shown above rehearsing a scene
from the play are from left to right foe Dossett of Sacramento; Nada Thomason of
Murray and Rhonda Hertz, seated, of Kuttawa. Tickets are now on sale and may be
reserved by calling the University Box Office at 762-6797.
Researchers Say Cleaner Cigs
Not As Likely To Cause Cancer
• By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON API — Newly
4, discovered microscopic
evidence shows the death rate
from lung cancer will
1'•t. probably decline in coming
t; years because smokers have
switched to cleaner
cigarettes, researchers say.
t Their study found that the
cigarettes being smoked in the
fr 1970s cause far less cancer-
t linked lung damage than those
▪ of the 1950s, which contained
more tar and nicotine.
Cells in the lungs of recent
smokers had at least 10 times
fewer pre-cancerous ab-
normalities than those of men
who smoked 15 years ago, they
said.
''We were all astounded at
• the findings." Dr. Oscar
Auerbach, one of the
, researchers, said in an in-
terview. •
The average cigarette
smoked now contains far less
tar and nicotine than those
available in the 1950s, the
researchers said. Indeed, the
highest-tar brand on the
market today delivers less tar
than the lowest-tar brand
smoked before 1954.
Despite the improvements,
however, the doctors warn
that smoking is still dangerous
and should be avoided.
About 100,000 Americans
are expected to die this year
from lung cancer caused by
smoking.
The study, conducted at the
.Veterans Administration
Medical Center in East
Orange, N.J., was published in
today's edition of the New
England Journal of Medicine.
The doctors examined
samples of lung tissue taken
from 445 men who died from
causes other than lung cancer
between 1955 and 1960 and
' between 1970 and 1977.
They looked for ab-
normalities in the cells of the
lining of the bronchial
passageways. These changes
are believed to be an early
. warning of future lung cancer.
They found that among men
in the 1950s group who smoked
more than two packs a day
22.5 percent had these changes
in their lungs. However, only
2.2 percent of heavy smokers
,‘ who died in the 1970s had these
s' • abnormalities.
The differences also were
dramatic among lighter
smokers. For instance, 13.2
.? percent of those who puffed 20
to 39 cigarettes a day in the
1950s had cellular changes,
compared with 0.8 percent in
the later group.
The doctors found no ab-
normalities in the Kings of
nonsmokers.
-We feel that in time, this
will presage a decrease in the
incidence of lung cancer,"
said Auerbach.
However, the researchers
said they could not predict
how soon the drop will come or
how large it will be.
They noted that the
progression from abnormal
cells to lung cancer takes
many years.
"Thus, everyone who has
been a habitual cigarette
smoker for 25 years or longer
must be smoking cigarettes
with less tar and nicotine than
those formerly smoked, and a
large proportion of smokers
have deliberately selected
brands with reduced tar and
nicotine," the researchers
wrote.
The new study did not
examine other ills linked to
cigarette smoking, such as
emphysema, throat cancer,
heart attacks and ulcers.
Program Review Panel
Ready To Start Work
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky'.. .1A.P1 —
The Legislature's program
review committee — created
last year. to give the General
Assembly more control. over
how agencies implement
programs and spend money —
has its first staff director and
is ready to start work.
Becaupe the General
Assembly normally only
meets for three months every
two years, it traditionally has
bowed to the executive branch
during the 21-month interim.
The governor and an array
of agencies and sub-agencies
control state government
when the Legislature is not in
session.
Members of the new
legislative committee met
once last year to elect a
chairman, Rep. Buddy
Adams, D-Bowling Green, but
postponed further activity
until a director could be hired.
Robert S. "Schef" Wright,
29, was hired from from the
Minnesota Legislative Audit
Commission's program
evaluation division, where he
was principal economist. He
started work in Kentucky
Tuesday.
Program review is a
relatively new field, and
Wright — with three years
experience — said he is one of
only about 30 people in the
country with as much
background in the field.
His first task will be to hire
staff members, and he expects
to have about six working full-
time by the end of the sum-
mer. Eventually the staff will
be larger.
Program review has proven
an effective tool in Minnesota,
where the state legislature has
given it strong direction,
Wright said in an interview
Wednesday. How it functions
in Kentucky will be largely up
to the legislative panel.
The sponsor of the bill
creating the special panel,
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
saw it as a badly needed tool to
help legislators determine
whether an agency is ob-
taining desired results from
budgeted programs, and
whether there's a real need for
what the agency is doing.
The committee has the
power to subpoena and
examine witnesses and
documents and to administer
oaths. It can request
assistance from the state
attorney general and auditor.
Wright said the panel's
primary goal is to supply
lawmakers with "more and
better information" on which
to base their decisions.
"We're not interested in
showing up agencies," he
said. "We're interested in
good government — good
legislative decisions, good
executive performance. I
think evrybody stands to gain
from an activity like this."
Wright won't promise that
program review will save
taxpayers money.
"It depends on the direction
we are given," he said. "We
exist to serve the Legislature.
I have no idea what they will
tell us to study, and not
knowing I'm at a loss to say
whether it will save or cost us
money."
For example, he said, when
a program is determined to be
ineffective, it may be because
of inadequate resources. One
function of program review is
to determine if a program can
be made to work by
reorganizing it at the same
cost, or at a higher cost.
WOOD STOVE CLOSEOUT
Its the end of the stove season and we are having
the sale of sales - all prices cut to a minimum!
NEW Custom Built
Fireplace Inserts
Everything Is On Sale
The Complete Stove Shop
111 N. 7th
7511-078
"The Finest Stoves In Western Kentucky"
Program To Help Elderly, Handicapped
With Utility Bills Has Few Applicants
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A program to help elderly and
handicapped Kentuckians pay
winter utility bills has drawn
surprisingly few applicants, a
state official has said.
With the coldest part of
winter nearly over, the state
has spent $1.1 million on the
program, about a fifth of the
$5 million set aside by the 1978
General Assembly for each
year of the biennium.
The state Department for
Human Resources began
taking applications Dec. 1,
and as of this week had
provided onetime grants of
$40480 to about 14,000
households.
"I would have thought more
people would have applied,"
state Human Resources
Secretary Peter Conn said
Wednesday.
Investigators Probe
Mine Roof Fall Today
HARLAN, Ky. ..(AP) —
Federal and state mine safety
investigators were to begin
probing an underground
Harlan County coal mine
today for clues to a roof fall
that killed two miners and
injured three others.
The dead miners were
brought to the surface by a
rescue team Wednesday night
about three hours after a
portion of the roof of Dry Lake
Coal Co.'s No. 4 mine at
Cranks caved-in while they
were working at the face of the
mine two miles from the
entrance.
State police identified the
victims as Bill Noe, 30, of
Cranks, and Louie Middleton,
22, of Cawood.
Injured were Archie Crider,
23, of Woodway, Va., Ricky
Nelson, 19, of Jonesville, Va.,
011ie Newsome, 28, Cawood.
Authorities said Crider,
Nelson and Newsome were
brought to the surface about
an hour after the accident,
which occurred around 4 p.m.
near the end of a shift.
The injured were taken to
Appalachian Regional
Hospital at Harlan, where
they were reported in
satisfactory condition.
Newsome Was expected to be
treated and released for minor
iniuries. The extent of injuries,
gf the other two was not im-
mediately known.
Officials from the U.S.
Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration and the
Kentucky Department of
Mines and Minerals planned
to begin an investigation
today.
H.N. Kirkpatrick, state
commissioner of mines and
minerals, said there was no
way to immediately deter-
mine the cause of the ac-
cident.
"It could be the roof bolts
failed to hold, or the roof
shifted. There's no way to find
out what caused it until after a
thorough investigation,"
Kirkpatrick said Wednesday
from his home in Lexington
where he was kept informed of
the situation by a field in-
spector at the mine.
The federal mine safety
agency office at Harlan said it
received the first report of the
cave-in about 4:25 p.m. from
the mine owner, Charles
Turner of Cawood.
The mine is about 15 miles
south of Harlan along the
Martin- 'Fork gf the Cum-
berland River near the
Virginia border off U.S. 421
South.
Turner told a reporter that
the section of rock that fell on
Noe and Middleton measured
20 feet long and six inches
thick. He said seven men were
working at the face at the time
of the accident, and that two of
them escaped uninjured.
The mine, which has been
operating since 1971, has been
Atlantic Crossers
To Be In Derby Race
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
The three men who made the
first trans-Atlantic crossing in
a balloon will test their skills
in Louisville-area skies in
April during the Kentucky
Derby Festival.
Ben L. Abruzzo, Maxie L.
Anderson and Larry Newman,
who piloted the Dougle Eagle
II on its historic flight will
compete in the Great Balloon
Race April 28.
The announcement was
made Monday at the Kentucky
Derby Festival's annual
luncheon for sponsors and
guests.
The day before the race, the
three will speak about their
adventure at the They're Off
Luncheon April 27 at the Gait
House. The traditional lun-
cheon begins the Derby
Festival.
producing about 800 to 1,000
tons of coal a day. Turner said
he only recently took over
operation of the mine, which
employs about 25 men.
Anytilie meeting federal
poverty standards who is
either over 62 or over 18 and
blind or disabled and who
receives supplemental Social
Security benefits or Medicaid
is eligible.
Conn said the program was
well-advertised. The depar-
tment sent 100,000 notices to
Social Security and Medicaid
recipients, and told senior
citizens groups about it, he
said.
The department will con-
tinue taking applications
through April, and expects to
reach about 30,000 households,
spending some $2.7 million
this year, Conn said. The
remainder of the first-year
appropriation will be carried
over to the second year.
Among reasons for the
program's slow start may be
the relatively mild winter,
Conn said.
Also, some people may be
waiting to see how much
higher their utility bills get
before they apply.
Conn said some may be
reluctant to apply for
assistance because they see it
as a form of welfare. Others
may be reluctant to reveal
their income, he said.
Another reason may be that
people think It is an
emergency program and that
they have to wait for one huge
bill before applying, he said.
However, an eligible person
can apply anytime during the
winter, using the money
against an outstanding utility
bill, or to buy new fuel, he
said. If there's money left over
after paying the bill, a utility
can hold a credit for the
customer.
If the recipient is a regular
utility customer, the depar-
tment usually issues a check
which both parties must en-
dorse. If the customer in-
termittently receives energy
such as bottled gas, coal or
firewood, he can elect the two-
party check payment method,
or receive a check directty
from the department in order
to pay suppliers cash.
During the first 60 days of
the program, funds were
allocated by area develop-
ment districts, based on a
formula taking into account
the number of older residents
in an area.
Beginning this month, the
deparment made all funds
available statewide on a first-
come first-served basis. Conn
said the money is not likely to
run out.
He said the program will be
evaluated over the summer,
and that the maximum grant
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Our special formula oxide coating
improves high frequency response
and signal-to-noise ratio.
TRAVEL SAFELY WITH MOBILE CB
TRC-422 by Realistic at'i
SAVE )Rec
4095119
Priority switch changes to Emergency Ch
Highway Info Ch 19 instantly! 21-1531
PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER/PLAYER
CTR-42 by Realistic
Works on batteries or AC. Built-in
condenser mike and Auto-Level for
-pushbutton easy- recording. Auto-
Stop, aux jacks U.L. listed Bat-
teries extra. 14-842
PRINTING/DISPLAY DESK CALCULATOR
EC-3003 by Radio Shack
10-digit display, paper
tape printout for your 9
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TRS-80 microcomputer can
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Arrest Changes Plight
Woman Goes Hungry Two
Days So Pets Can Eat
DAYTON, Ohio ( API -
Delores Dean went two days
without meals so her six dogs
and four cats cpuld share her
spaghetti — her only food. She
had no electricity, and the gas
company threatened to cut
service.
On cold evenings, she said
she visited with a neighbor "so
I wouldn't have to sit in the
dark."
All that changed in one
week, with her arrest, which a
caseworker calls -a blessing
in disguise."
Mrs. Deal', 54 and a widow
for five years, lives alone, has
110 relatives and gets $202 a
month iii Social Security. Her
„rent is $86 a month and
utilities average $87 a month.
She is known iii the iieigh-
borhood for taking in stray
pets and roaming empty
houses for anything usable.
Last month she was arrested
and charged with breaking
and entering when she ex-
plored a house she thought
:was vacant. It wasn't.
Linda Hudson, caseworker
with a pre-trial release
program for Montgomery
County Common Pleas Court,
said her arrest -may have
been a blessing in disguise. At
least now she Is a ward of the
courts and we will help as we
can."
Because of publicity about
her plight, Mrs. Dean today
has about $1,000 in cash, paid-
up gas and electric bills,
donations of food and clothing
for herself and several
months' supply of pet food.
Her electricity is back on.
"To her, what she has now is
like if she inherited a million
dollars," said Ms. Hudson'.
And I've got to let her Ithow it
won't be forever.... --
"The response has just been
overwhelming. Some man
walked into the electric
company and didn't give his
name but put down $327 in
cash and said 'I want to pay
Delores Dean's light bill.'
"Another lady donated $50
to the light company. Several
others stopped and paid some
on her bill and now she has a
credit.
"In just one day I received
$325 in the mail for her, all
that from five people. One
lady sent a check for $250.
Someone sent $20 cash in an
envelope with no iden-
tification.
"People have gone to her
home and left food for her and
for the pets. The dog pound
gave her dog and cat food and
offered to license and neuter
the pets.
"She called me 'from a
neighbor's phone and said
people had stopped and given
her over $300 iii cash and
checks."
Ms. Hudson will supervise
Mrs. Dean eight more months.
She wants to see that she is
cared for after that. She said
Mrs. Dean doesn't need in-
stitutional care but does need
to lean' how to budget rip:ales. .
NAGGING BACK REST — Jane Marshall of Jacksonville,
Fla. catches a nap on the back of her horse that grazes on
winter grass.
Carroll Indicates Possibility.
That He Will Seek Future Office
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Despite previous assertions
that he would never again
seek elected office, Gov.
Juliall Carroll has indicated
that he is leaving the door
open to another race "under
certain circumstances,"
according to a report
published today.
The Courier-Journal, in a
copyright article from Los
Angeles, where the governor
is playing golf in the Glen
Campbell-Los Angeles Open,
said Carroll described the
"certain circumstances"
Wednesday as a situation
where he believed the alter-
native would be the election of
a "political hack."
Carroll did not specify
which elected post he might
consider, but said the U.S.
Senate was among the offices
for which he was keeping his
options open. He did not in-
dicate when, if ever, he might
think about running for the
Senate.
The governor also indicated
during the interview that he
might be willing to accept a
federal appointment from
President Carter, another
move that he has generally
ruled out iii the past.
The U.S. Senate seat now
held by former Democratic
Gov. Wendell Ford is up for
election in 1980. Ford, a fac-
tional foe of Carroll'S in the
1971 Democratic guber-
natorial primary, is expected
to seek reelection to the
Senate. .
Carroll has repeatedly said,
as recently as last November.
that he would not challenge
Ford.
Carroll did not mention
Ford or ally other incumbent
officeholder in the interview,
the Courier-Journal said. He
indicated that his comments
were general in nature and not
about any specific individual
wheli he discussed a "political
hack."
"If I see my state being
destroyed by political hacks
who want more for themselves,
than for the people of the
state, then I would certainly
consider running for elective
office again," Carroll said.
But the governor said he
still prefers "to spend the rest
of my public life involved in
'loll-elective offices."
The governor said he is not
interested in a federal ap-
pointmelit, but agreed to keep
that option open at the request
of President Carter.
"I was in the Oval Office on
a recent trip to Washington
and the president asked me
what I was going to do after
my term as governor is
completed," Carroll said. "I
told him, ̀Mr. President, I am
not personally interested in
any kind or federal ap-
pointment.' The president
then urged me to keep my
options open on that, and I
agreed."
Supreme Court To Study Legal
Questions Of Unions On Campuses
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court has agreed to
study a legal question the
goverrunent says will go far in
determining the role of labor
unions on college campuses.
The justices said Wed-
nesday they will hear a case in
whiob the National Labor
Relations Board and a
teachers group seek per-
mission for Yeshiva
University's faculty members
to form a union.
A federal appeals court last
year ruled that the New ,York




are not covered by federal
_labor law.
The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said, "The issue here
is the extensive control of
Yeshiva's faculty over what
courses are taught in the in-
stitution, who teaches them,
the number of teaching hours
required of the faculty, and
the rank, salary and tenure
status of other faculty
members."
In overturning an NLRB
order that had allowed the
Yeshiva University Faculty
Association to represent the
faculty members in collective
bargaining, the appeals court
added, "When faculty
members have such
power. ..they are, in effect,
substantially and pervasively
operating the enterprise."
The NLRB's Supreme Court
Federal Judge Rules That NOW's
Boycott In-15-States Is Valk'
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) — A
federal court decision
upholding the right of a
women's group to push a
boycott against states that
have not ratified the proposed
Equal Rights Amendment
leaves the 15 affected states
susceptible to the additional
loss of millions of dollars in
convention money.
The National Organization
for Women already has in-
duced many groups ranging
from labor unions to gover-
nmental units to deny their
convention business to the






Larry has been selected as
Salesman of Month at Parker
Ford Inc. Based on sales
ability - personality - customer
relationship and all around
hustle.
We are proud to have Larry on our sales force
and represent us as February's Salesman of Mon-
th. Stop in and see Larry, or any of our other fine




Ideas From Murray's Oldest Car haler" 753-5273
The boycott appears to have
cost those states millions of
dollars, particularly such
popular convention sites as
Chicago; St. Louis; Kansas
City, Mo.; and Miami.
It was this loss of money
that prompted Missouri to file
suit, charging NOW with
violating the Sherman
Antitrust Act and contending
that NOW is "taking states
economic hostages with the
ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment as the
ransom."
But U.S. District Judge
Elmo B. Hunter ruled Wed-
nesday in Kansas City that the
boycott is not an antitrust
violation because its aim is not
to increase profits and
because it takes place in what
is essentially a political
context.
' NOW reported Wednesday
that 480 organizations with 40
million members are sup-
porting the boycott by








Although 35 states have
approved ERA, four have
voted to rescind that action.
The Justice Department has
said it is up to Congress to
decide whether they can
rescind earlier approval.
To be added to the Con-
NEW IMAGERY
NEW YORK (AP) — "New
Image Painting," an
exhibition of the work of 10
young artists, will be on view
at the Whitney Museum of
American Art through next
Jan. 28.
The artists are Nicholas
Africano, Jennifer Bartlett,
Denise Green, Michael
Hurson, Neil Jenney, Lois
Lane, Robert Moskowitz,
Susan Rothenberg, David
True and Joe Zucker.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
stitution, the ERA, which
would ban discrimination
based on sex, must be ratified
bs 38 states before June 30,
1982. The original deadline
had been this March 22, but
that ,was extended by
Congress.
appeal contends that the lower
court ruling has created
"uncertainty as to whether
faculty bargaining units at
other educational institutions
are entitled" to exist.
If the appeals court decision
is allowed to stand, govern-





Yeshiva, a four-year private
university with 2,500 students
attending four New York
campuses, contends that its
organizational set-up is unique
because faculty members
have more control over a wide
variety of university affairs
than at most schools. The
appeals court ruling would
have no effect on other
universities or colleges,
lawyers for Yeshiva claim.
Among other action taken
by the nation's highest court
Wednesday:
— It agreed to decide
whether court-appointed
lawyers who defend poor
persons charged with crimes
may be sued for negligence by
their clients.
The Pennsylvania Supreme
Court ruled that lawyers in
such circumstances cannot be
sued. If that ruling is rever-
sed, poor persons would gain
enhanced legal rights, but
courts could find it difficult
persuading lawyers to serve
as appointed counsel for the
poor.
— Refused to enter a two-
year legal fight over who
enjoys the right to sell Elvis
Presley posters. The justices
left intact a federal court
injunction that bars the Pro
Arts poster company from
selling a color poster of the
late rock-and-roll star.
— Agreed to decide, in a
case meaning millions of
dollars to state treasuries and
much to the financial in-
dependence of the nation's
Indian reservations, whether
state taxes may be imposed on
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Hickory Nut Pit Barbecue!
That's right clip these money saving
coupons and find out what real pit
barbecue is all about.
Featuring
Real Hickory Pit Bar-B-O






Mon.-Thurs 10: 00-10: 00
Fri. St Sat. 10:00-12:00
Closed on Sunday
— FREE-
6 Pak Of Sandwich
Buns With Every 1 Lb.
Purchase Of Barbecue
Good Thru March 10th
— FREE-
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The prosecution said it
planned to call about 30 wit-
nesses as the murder trial of a
male transvestite got un-
derway Wednesday in Fayette
Circuit Court.
The defendant, Joe S.
Graves, was dressed in
women's clothing and wore a
red wig as the trial began.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Larry Roberts told jurors no
motive had been established
in the Nov. 15 shooting death
of Charles V. Higgins, a 52-
year-old hospital security
guard. Higgins' body was
found by police in an apart-
ment building hallway.
Roberts said the killing
"involves prostitution," ad-
ding Graves and Higgins met
on a downtown street the night
of the killing and made a date.
Graves then drove Higgins to
the apartment building,
Roberts said.
Robbery probably was not a
motive because about $138
was found on Higgins' body,
Roberts said. Defense at-





Paul Goodley, a research
chemist in the Department of
Chemistry and Geology at
Murray State University, has
been awarded a $3,500 con-
tract to examine and analyze
the waters of the Green and
Ohio Rivers near Henderson.
The project to determine
current levels of certain
organic chemical compounds
from the water and stream
beds is a base-line study in
cooperation with the, U.S.
Department of Energy, the W.
R. Grace Company, and
EBASCO Services at New
York.
Analytical work will be
prepared at Murray State and
will involve Dr. B. E.
McClellan, professor of
chemistry, and Dr. William E.
Maddox, professor of physics.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobsolltors who Moo sot
received tboir boosti-dollivorod
eery of Tile Norm lodger IL
Timm by 5:30 p.. lhataiay-
Friday
.
 or by 3:30 p.m."en
511er1ayo ors orge41 to cell
753-1916 batwing 5:30 p.m.
tad 6 p.m., lAtaalay-Frlay,
3:311 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyr-
aim to Moon fleffvory of lb.
rtiowompor. Calls mast bo
pima' by wookdoys
4 p... Smordays to geormtoo
delivery.
THEATRE PRODUCTION - The Murray State University Theatre will open "And Miss
Reardon Drinks A Little" tonight in the Price Doyle fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. Shown
rehearsing a scene from the play are, left to right, Sue Hill, Tucson, Ariz.; Jim Trevor,
Chicago; and Cindy Wyatt, Benton. The show is directed by Robert E. Johnson.
-For Personal Travel-
McBrayer Says Use Of Planes
Should Be Only Within Kentucky
By MARIA BRA DEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The governor and lieutenant
governor should not be per-




Terry McBrayer has said.
McBrayer said the 1980
Legislature should enact a
policy on use of state planes.
He made several recom-
mendations in a letter to state
Rep. Mark O'Brien, D-
Louisville, chairman of the
subcommittee on state
vehicles and property of the
Interim Joint Committee on
State Government.
The subcommittee was
created to draft policy on state
travel after questions were
raised about Gov. Julian
Carroll's use of state-owned
planes to travel to the
Bahamas and to transport
personal guests and family
members.
McBrayer said the subject
would cease to be a source of
controversy once a firm set of
legislative guidelines is
enacted.
He said the state should
continue to operate a central
airplane fleet, controlled by
the state Finance Depart-
ment.
"Based on my personal
experience in state govern-
ment administration, as well
as personal knowledge about
how decentralized systems
operate in other states, there






mendation to purchase a new
plane should be subject to
legislative review during the
budgeting process, hesaid.
McBrayer said the governor
and lieutenant governor
should not be granted ex-
clusive use of a state plane,
but should be subject to
separate policy guidelines
because of special con-
siderations such as demands
on their time, complexities of
their schedules, and the
necessity for immediate
access to the state capital.
'It is my thinking that both
the governor and lieutenant
governor should have
generally unrestricted use of
air transportation within the
state,' McBrayer said. "I do
not consider this an
unreasonable perquisite or
privilege in light of the
demands placed on the
schedule of the governor and
lieutenant governor."
However, any air travel out
of state by the chief executive
officers or members of their
families should be restricted
to business only, he said. Use
of state planes for personal
vacation trips should be
prohibited, he added.
An exception would be made
for out-of-state travel for
public appearances, he said.
McBrayer said use of state
planes by state employees
should be restricted to
business purposes only. He
said the commissioner of any
agency requesting use of a
state plane should be required
to accompany his request with
proof of necessity.
McBrayer said identical
guidelines should apply to use
of state planes by con-
stitutional officers other than
the governor and lieutenant
governor.
McBrayer said it may be
How big Is a "large" loan?
Try one of ours for size.
One person's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan, so
. we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
of reasons.
And we lend really big amounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the difference between how
much your house is worth, and how
: much you stilt owe on it. •
If you're looking for a loan,
take a close look at our chart.
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more difficult to formulate
guidelines for use of state
aircraft for persons not em-
ployed by the state, but he
cited what he said are several
valid uses, including tran-
sportation of business and
industrial prospects and of
Kentucky's congressmen
while they are in the state on
official business.
Vegetarian Diet May Lead To
Deformitites, Death, For Young
By C.G. McDANIEL
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) - A strictly
vegetarian diet may lead to
deformities and even death for
infants and children because it
provides inadequate nutrition,
two new studies report.
The studies appear in the
February issue of the
American Journal of Diseases
of Children, published by the
American Medical
Association.
In an editorial ac-
companying the studies, Dr.
Laurence Finberg, a
pediatrician at Montefiore
Hospital and Medical Center
in the Bronx, N.Y., points out
that these problems may be
overcome by adding adequate
vitamin D and other sup-
plements to the diet. Vitamin
D is derived from cod liver oil
and sunshine, among other
sources.
The pediatrician says that
the risk of inadequate diet
increases especially among
strict vegetarians who also
reject dietary supplements,
such as vitamins.
A strict vegetarian diet is
defined as one which bars
intake of at least four of the
five animal foods: red meat,
poultry, fish-seafood, eggs and
dairy products.
Finberg says, "No single
vegetable protein, unlike
those from many animal
sources, is capable of
providing both a sufficiency
and an appropriate balance of
amino acids for long-term
human nutrition."
Unless children eat a proper
balance of proteins, Finberg
says, they may develop such
diseases as kwashiorkor,
marasmus and rickets, all of
which rarely occur in
developed nations among
those who eat all types of food,
including meat.
Kwashiorkor, occurring
primarily in Africa, is marked
by swollen stomachs, drying
and wrinkling skin and
inadequate development.
Marasmus is marked by
emaciation, and rickets
results in bowed legs and
other skeletal deformities.
Snovrmobilers and skiers
should know that long, trailing
Acarves can get caught in
machinery, on trees or shrubs




3-Day Savings on the Tire That
Keeps its Feet Even in the Rain
Eight water-channeling tread
grooves help prevent hydroplaning,
give you a "feel" for wet roads. Sure-
footed response and handling. Plus
long wear and luxurious ride make
the Custom Polysteel radial a great
buy anytime ... and its on sale now!
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ER76-14 $115.28 $2 38
F178-14 S80.25 $2.56
0178-14 $71.28 $2.86
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478-13 bimetal! plus $1.63








F78-14 $311 12 22
076-14 $33 12.38
H714-14 $33 $2 61
C378-15 $33 $244
/178-15 _ $36 $2 66
QUALITY RETREADS
Choose 6.95-14, C76-14 or 078-14
bleckwall plus 324 to 410 F.E.T. de-
pending on size No trade needed.
Whitewalls $3 Additional
OTHER SIZES AT SIMILAR SAVINGS










C71-15 TI. C $45 $3.18
478-15 Ti. C NM $3.45
1781511 C $113 $359
8.00-16 5 Tt. C MA $3.24
8.75-16 5 Tt. 0 PIS $3.93
9 50-16 5 TL D tm $4,49
E-T RADIAL
SPOKE WHEELS
Super new cubism sport wheel - ideal
with today's new outline letter tires
Double-machined Ono give of dazzling
aluminum luster! Chrome lugs extra
1355 5 I 1411E75 15.47.5
Import wheel unite also available:
Mount,' aelanclea Aligewnent
$38e8 $47811I$52u
Lube & Oil Change
$588
 Includes up tie 5 quarts
maid; brand 10/30 oil
Oil filter extra if needed
PROTECTS MOVING PARTS -
HELPS ENSURE QUIET OPERATION
• Chassis lubrication and oil change • Please












10-15 OWL B 565 $4.23
11-15 Biachweii El _ $71 _ .4 so
Tracker Al'
$60
Size PIS Outline White Letter
Of 10-15 hiackwall plus $4.10
or $4 23 F.E.T. and old tire
itir RETREADS
Ch0080 6 95-14, 6.50-13, A76-13, or 5.60-151$ bolnacskizweelINtc::lutrsed4e4tnetoedle F.E T depending
Whitewalls $3 Additional
OTHER SIZES AT SIMILAR PRICES
Front-End Alignment
and Free Tire Rotation
$1588
Parts and additional
services extra If needed
Front wheel drive and
Chfivettes excluded.
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect sncl rotate all four Urea • Set caster, camber,
and toe-in to proper alignment • Inspect suspension
and steering systems • Most U S cart, some imports
Engine Tune-Up
$39 88 
includes listed parts and at°,
AO extra charge for sir -conditioned
[ 
cais. $1 less for electronic ignition
6-cYli $114.11111 4-c yi. $45.18 8-cyl
HELPS INSURE QUICK COLD WEATHER STARTS
• Electronic engine, charging, and starting systems analy
sis • Install new points, plugs, condenser, rotor • Set
dwell and timing • Adiust Carburetor • Includes Datsun,
Toyota, VW, and light trucks
Just Say Charge It
9 CZ121=Mil-----' Goodyear
Use any .01 these 7 other ways to buy Our Own CuSlomer Credit Plan • Mettle,
111.16.• ChaRev°IrtrvinAccount 
Charge • Visa • American Express Card • Carte Blanch. • Diners Club • Cee
Confidence Starts Here
Goodyear Service Stores
121 S. 121b Street
Store ihruagor Robert IL Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
Shiro Moors: 1:311 a.m. until COO p.m. gaily - Ow Friday Until 1:110 p.m.
Murray, Ky. 753-0665
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Son Of A Gun
-Dr Clairol
1250 Watt MO woiecity ;My.. 6 tettings si




FullSize or King Size
Special Selection of
Towels-Wash Cloths - Sheets




























































Pumps One Gallon Gas Siphon Pump
Automatic Hand Action





Shop Uncle Jeff's All New Sporting Goods Dept. For All Your Hunting
& Fishing Needs. Shop & Compare, You'll Find We Have The Lowest
Prices Anywhere.
New Shipments Arriving Daily At











Ideal For Marine Use
cm*











& R Model 949
.22 Pistol
5'2" Barrel
Limit 1 Per Customer
No Dealers Please
$60"
Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,





sk$ st, P 4.• " .1r-7A
Buffalo 40 Piece
Tap & Die Set






































































Includes body hammer, pick hammer, universal
dolly, all-purpose dolly. bumping hammer, heel



























Shines like the sun, guaranteed to shine
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Solar Eclipse To Be Visible Over
North America Next Monday Morning
By WARREN E. LEARN
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
!Next Monday, over North
' America, a giant dragon will
seize the sun in its colossal
jaws and try to devour it in a
mighty battle across the sky.
That, at least, is what the
ancient Chinese thought was
happening in an eclipse of the
sun — a struggle between light
and darkness.
They banged gongs,
shouted, shot off rockets and
firecrackers, and generally
raised a big commotion to
scare the beast away.
And it worked. The dragon
always released its bite on the
orb.
Although there may not be a
lot of gong clanging tins time,
the latest eclipse should at-
tract some attention as
sunlight fades and a subdued
hue settles across the land.
The event takes on added
significance because it is the
last total eclipse visible in
.North-America this century. It
will be 2017 before the moon's
shadow again totally blocks
view of the sun from this
continent.
•
Solar eclipses occur when
the moon lines up between the
Earth and the sun on the same
plane. The moon blocks out
some sunlight and casts
shadows upon the earth.
To those in the deepest
shadow, the moon seems to
cover the sun. Actually, the
sun's diameter is 400 times
greater than the moon's, but
the moon is far closer —
producing the illusion.
Practically all of North
America will experience at
least a partial eclipse, with a
portion of the sun's disk
covered over. And over parts
of the Northwest and Canada,
the whole sun will be obscured
because they lie along the
narrow path the moon's
shadow will follow.
The closer a person is to this
path of totality, the greater
the portion of the sun that will
be covered at maximum
eclipse. For example, in
Bismarck, N.D., 99 percent of
the sun will be hidden, com-
pared with 61 percent in New
York City and 32 percent in
Miami.
The eclipse will begin at
about sunrise on the West
Coast and about mid-morniqg
in the East. It should last
about two and one-half hours.
The moon's shadow, about
170 miles wide, will race
eastward at 1,700 miles per
hour from northern Oregon
and southern Washington
across northern Idaho and
central Montana. It then will
swing northeastward across
northwestern North Dakota,
into Canada and onward
through Greenland.
A potential hazard posed by
this and any eclipse is eye
damage from staring directly
at the sun. The American
Medical Association, the
American Association of
Ophthalmology i AA0) and
others concerned with eye
problems are warning people
to be careful.
All warn against viewing the
eclipse with the naked eye.
And it also is not safe to use
sunglasses, smoked glass,
photographic film or
negatives, camera filters or
other devices, even • in com-
bination.
"Those who have used such
things in the past and escaped
injury werelist plain lucky,'•
William R. Tincher To Deliver
Management Lecture March 20
William R. Tincher,
president and chairman of the
board of directors of Purex
Industries, Inc., will deliver
the second Distinguished
Lecture in Management at
Murray State University on
Tuesday evening, March 20.
His lecture entitled "What
Went Wrong?" will follow a
buffet dinner at 6:30 p.m. in
the downstairs banquet room
of the Student Center on the
campus. It will deal with
significant political,
economic, and social factors
which have affected
management in America
since World War II.
Sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Management at
Murray State and the Four
Rivers Manufacturers
Council, the dinner and lec-
ture are open to area business
people, as well as university
faculty and staff.. A limited
number of tickets are
available at $7 each.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway,
chairman of the Department
of Management and vice-
president of the Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council, is
coordinating the lecture
program. He said Tincher will
also speak to students in the
College of Business and Public
Affairs on "Campus to Career
—How To Do It" while on the
campus March 20.
"We are extremely pleased
to have such a distinguished
and outstanding individual
from such a large and efficient
business organization on the
campus to speak to our
students and to businessmen
in the region," Galloway
added.
He noted that Frank Welch,
manager of the Ferry-Morse
Seed Company plant in
Fulton, was instrumental in
arranging for Tincher's? visit
to the campus. Ferry-Morse
Seed Company is owned by
Purex Industries.
Tincher, who joined Purex
as special assistant to the
president in 1961, became
president in 1965 and chair-
man of the board of directors
in 1968. He is also chairman of
the corporation's executive
committee.
An attorney, he was for-
merly associated with the
Federal Trade Commission in
Washington, D. C., for seven




recognition as an authority on
trade regulation and antitrust
during that period and
broadened his own un-
derstanding of distribution
and marketing.
Well-known in business and
economic circles as both a
speaker and an author. Tin-
cher was a member of the
President's Committee to
Study the federal income tax
law. He has served on the
board of directors of the
National Association of
Manufacturers for nine years.
Purex, which had net sales
of $550 million in fiscal 1978, is
a highly diversified company.
In addition to bleach, soap,
and cleaning products, the
corporation produces a wide
range of chemicals, a variety
of industrial equipment, and
jet engines.
Galloway said tickets for the
Tincher lecture are available
through his office by calling










F11111 P.M AT WO 0006
ONLY 1 WEEK
LEFT TO USE YOUR
Intucky Fried Chicken
COUPONS
members of the Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council, an
organization made up
primarily of chief executive
officers or plant managers of
manufacturing and
processing concenrs from 36
companies in West Kentucky,
West Tennessee, and Southern
Illinois.
Reservations should be
made no later than March 9.
Among Four Rivers Council
members in the area are: E.
J. Haverstock, plant
manager, The Tappan
Company; Paul Kiesow, plant
manager, Fisher Price Toys;
and Ed Shinners, plant
manager, Vanderbilt
Chemical Co., all of Murray
December Jobless
Rate Shows Hike
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
number of unemployed per-
sons in Kentucky in December
was 81,500 people, 7,500 more
than in November. The rate of
unemployment for the month
rose from November's 4.7
percent to 4.2 percent of the
labor force.
The national unemployment
rate for December was 5.6
percent.
Unemployment in the
Western Kentucky area in-
creased from 13,549 in
November to 14,879 in
December. The rate of
unemployment rose from 5.1
to 5.6 percent. Calloway
County's rate stood at 4.8
percent for the period.
"Seasonal layoffs were
responsible for the rise in
unemployment," said Robert
MacDonald, chief labor
market analyst for the
Department for Human
Resources.
Marshall County had the
highest rate in this area, 9.2
percent. while Hopkins County
had the lowest at 3.5 percent
CRIME DOESN'T PAY.
STIRLING. Scotland ( AP)
— Some 90,000 cigarettes
stolen from a warehouse here
were ruined after being
hidden in a farm shed which
let in rain.
But the thieves had to pay
anyway. They were fined
$7,700 for the theft of the










says AAO President Dr.
Whitney G. Sampson, of
Houston.
Sampson says that when a
person looks at the sun, the
eye focuses light on the retina,
the sensitive layer of cells in
the back of the eyeball. These
intense rays "cook" part of
the retina, causing per-
manent, incurable damage.
And because the retina is
insensitive to pain, a person
can't tell when the damage is
taking place.
The experts say the best
way to watch the eclipse is
indirectly, using a simple
pinhole projector.
A projector is made using a
shoe box or two sheets of stiff,
white paper. Poke a pin or
pencil hole in one end of the
box or one sheet of paper.
Standing with your back to
the sun, focus light through
the hole onto the other end of
the box or other sheet of
paper. When using papers, the
size and focus of the image
may be changed by altering
the distance between the
sheets.
Scientists using much more
sophisticated devices than
these also will be observing
the eclipse. The National
Science Foundation is coor-
dinating the work of hundreds
of researchers, including
those from 20 universities,
who will position themselves
along the path of totality.
With the glare of the sun
blocked out by the moon,
scientists can study the sun's
corona, or outermost at-
mosphere, mapping its
density, cataloging com-
position and looking at radio
emissions.
This eclipse will not imperil
these scientists as the earliest
recorded one did the royal
Chinese astronomers, Hi and
Ho.
According to historical
accounts, the eclipse on Oct.
22, 2137 B.C. undid Hi and Ho
when they drank too much
wine and failed to perform
their duties of beating drums
and shooting arrows to drive
the dragon away.
Because of the confusion
that prevailed, Emperor
Chung K 'ang ordered Hi and
Ho beheaded.
The following is a list of
cities and the maximum
amount sun that will be
covered at each location.
Other communities in each
general vicinity will. see a
similar partial eclipse.
Juneau, Alaska, 86 percent;
Eugene, Ore„ 99.; San
Francisco, 86; Los. Angeles,
78; Boise, Idaho, 98; Salt Lake
City, 92; Phoenix, Ariz., 75;
Cheyenne, Wyo., 90; Denver,
88; Albuquerque, N.M., 78;
Sioux Falls, S.D., 90 percent;
Omaha, Neb . , 85; Tulsa
Okla., 74; Houston, 58; Min-
neapolis, Minn., 91; St. Louis,
75; New Orleans, 54;
Milwaukee, Wis., 82; Chicago,
79; Detroit, 75; Memphis, 66;
Mobile, Ala., 53; Cleveland,
Ohio, 72; Buffalo, N.Y., 72;
Portland, Maine, 63; Boston,
61; Philadelphia, 60;
Washington, D.C. 60;
Charlotte, N.C., 56; Atlanta,
57; and Tallahassee, Fla., 48.
...NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
NEW /ORK (AP) — Citing
the car of Iranian oil ex-
portg; several U.S. oil com-
panies have announced cut-
backs in production to con-
serve available crude oil, a
move that could further
reduce the flow of gasoline to
neighborhood pumps.
Shell Oil Co. said Wed-
nesday the cutback will in-
volve all refined products.
Shell announced a 5 percent to
8 percent cutback in the
amount of crude going into its
refineries, beginning March 1.
Atlantic Richfield Co. said it
would soon have to limit sales
of some petroleum products.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal court decision
upholding the right of a
women's group to push a
boycott against states that
have not ratified the proposed
Equal Rights Amendment
leaves the 15 affected states
susceptible to losing more
convention money. The
National Organization for
Women already has induced
many groups to deny their
convention business to states
that have not approved the
ERA. The boycott may have




avoiding a politically em-
barrassing setback on Capitol
Hill, will accept legislation
committing the United States
to maintain sufficient military
forces to defend Taiwan
against threats from China.
The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee was
scheduled to vote today on a
compromise Taiwan amen-
dineat worked out among




— China and Vietnam are
reported pouring troops into
the Lang Soil front for what
may be the decisive battle of
the Chinese invasion.
Intelligence sources said
tens of thousands of soldiers
on both sides were moving
along with heavy artillery
toward Lang Son, the nor-
theast Vietnamese city astride
the centuries-old invasion
route from China.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
has promised a national
referendum la two weeks so
the Iranians can say if they
want the Islamic repyilic he
promised them as the goal of
their revolution.
It will be the first of four
national votes planned by the
78-year-old religious leader
and his aides
TEHRAN, Iran AP) — Sgt.
Ken Kraus headed home today
after being held for a week by
Iranian revolutionaries.
The 22-year-old Marine
from Lansdale, Pa., who was
freed by the Iranian
provisional government
Wednesday night, left Iran on
a Pan American jumbo jet
ferrying American evacuees
to Frankfurt, West Germany.
From there he Was to catch a
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Be a Christopher Columbus and widen your horizons with
The Murray Ledger & Times.
We have all the news you will need in shopping, en-
tertainment, sports news and much more.
Get away from the flatness of your everyday life and be a
well-rounded reader of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Call today for home delivery or fill out the handy coupon in
this ad and discover a new world of news!
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
i LEGAL NOTICE I LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
The City of Murray will accept bids to
purchase two, 4'2 ton pick-up trucks for
the use of the Murray Water and Sewer
System. Specifications are available at
the office of the City Clerk, 5th and
Poplar Street, Murray Kentucky. Bids
are to be delivered to the Clerks Office by
5:00 p.m. Wednesday, March 7, 1979. The
Murray City Council reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject
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Expert %pair %mks m mat
TV's and stwee's. (Car tad
awes I
World of Sound
722 S. lilt 753-5563
Spring Fever? Than
choose from over 3000
paint colors ot the
Decor Store. Bel Air
Center.
FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food clothing furniture
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been 'overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con
tribut ions and donations
whet needed for tax pur-
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have Items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759 4600, Bible Facts,




would like to buy on
load contract or rent
with option tio buy, or
will consider acreage
with house, preferably
close to town. Reply to
P.O. Box 864, Murray,
KY 42071.
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Beniie
Norsworthy wish to express
sincere thanks to all the
people who were so kind and
thoughful during our time of
sorrow and loss. Special
appreciation is extended to
Brother Jerrell White,
Brother Tom Perkins, the
Poplar Springs Baptist
Church, especially the lovely
music and singing by their
choir, the Blood River
Baptist Church, Panorama
neighbors and friends, the
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, friends and relatives
who came from far and near,
the people who sent flowers,
food, and those who per-
formed other acts of kind
ness. Thank you all for your
prayers and may God bless
you. Larry, Janice, Tammy,
Molena Norsworthy
"GOD IS LOVE " There is no
power on earth greater than
love Let us show you how
You too may have this love
Our phone is answered 2/
hours a day by servants of
God, Not A Tape Call 759
4600, Bible Facts Hear our
broadcast over WCBL•FM
102 3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP AM, Sundays at 12.30
3. CARD OF THANKS
WORDS ARE inadequate to
express our appreciation and
thanks for the many ex-
pressions of sympathy and
kindness extended to us
during the illness and sub-
sequent death or our wife,
mother, grandmother, great
grandmother, and sister,
Mrs. Eulus (Vera E.)
Outland A special thanks to
Dr Charles Clark, nurses
and staff of Intensive Care
Unit of the local hospital, the
Rev. Dr Jerrell White, the
choir of the Poplar Springs
Baptist Church, the Max
Churchill Funeral Home, the
pallbearers, and the donors
of flowers and food. May
God's richest blessings rest
upon each of you. Eulus
Outland and family.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: Approximately
7 month old mixed
breed female dog,
mostly white (salt and
pepper body) with
dark ears and face.
Lost in the vicinity of
the New Providence
area. Answers to the
name of Pepper. If
seen please call 753-
7618.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.




Need person experienced in
land surveying. Contact F. T







ATTENTION: MERR I Mac
needs supervisors and
demonstrators to sell our
guaranteed line of toys and
gifts on home party plan.
Compare our program!
You'll see why Merri-Mac is
the leader in the industry.
Experienced dealers may
qualify for Free Kit and
more!! Call collect now for
details: Ann Baxter, (319)
556-8881 or write Merri-mac,
801 Jackson, Dubuque, IA
52001
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
FISH CREEL Survey Clerk
on Kentucky Lake. Send
resume and ref erances to Ky
Dept of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Route 4 Bok 785,
Murray Kentucky 42071.
HEALTH AGENCY needs
director, 1.6500 to $7200 plus
benefits, some travel
required. Send resume to 920
Fredrica Street, Room 303,
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301.
'140(i) MANY ANGELS
CAN STAND ON THE
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stress with sewing ex-
perience (home or business).











and Lake City Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at







till 5:00 Monday thru Friday
this summer Furnish own
transportation Locust Grove
area. References please. 753-
0861 after 5:00 PM and before
9-00 PM
NEED RETIRED man for







Positions In Kutta•ra, Lake
City, Lane" (bk. Mayfield,
Murray and Wickliffe.
Minimum requi
Bachelors degree in En
Technolog), Engr.
Mechanics, or Engr Science;
or Bachelors degree in
Geology. Industrial Drafting.
or Design Technology; or
Associate degree in Engr.
Tech :Industrial Drafting,
Design Tech., or Industrial
Tech plus two years of mgr.
or engr tech expenence; or
high school graduate I or the
equivalent) with five years of





High School or equivalent.
Salary range dependent on
years of qualifying experience
above education requirement.
From 475.00 to 11000 mon-
thly.
Excellent fringe benefits.
'Contact the Bureau of High-
ways' District Office, Ken-
tucky Dam Road. at Reidland.
An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer M/F/H
NEED MEAL deilyerer for
Calloway County Senior
Citizens program. Call 753-
0929. 
PART TIME Help wanted
nights and week ends. Apply
in person az the Shoe Loft,
Olympia Plaza, Murray. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and service
business Interested party
ican make weekly income,
'plus dividends, prefer
working partner. Reply to
P.O. Box 32 B.
WHOLESALE FOOD route
for sale, Paducah area, truck
investment required. Call










302 N. 12th St.
or Call 713-3213
14. WANT TO BUY
EITHER JOHN Deere or
international tractor in the 5
plow class and equipment
Contact Terrell Tidwell at
435 4429
JON BOAT, 14' Aluminum
Call 753 2293.
WANT TO buy a 1969 or
below Firebird or Camaro,
will Pay any reasonable
price. Call and ask for Jill,
753-9111 or 753 4530
15, ARTI cL.E S FOR SALE 
AFTER INVENTORY
clearance sale. Carpet
remnants, all must go, wall
Paper starting at $1.50 single
row, mismatch paint as low
as $300 per gallon, over
Stock spray paint 3 cans for
$1 00, over 50 rolls and
remnants of Congolaum and
Armstrong vinyl fIddrI CI'
discontinued carpet samples,
hundreds to choose from, .45
cents each Sherwin
Williams,  753-3321, 
LADY SCHICK Lasting
curls, 37 oilier', 3 saes;
115 00 GE Mist Condition
Ha irsetter, 20 curlers, 3






glass doors and convector
tube system included Call
753-9817 after 4 pm. 
FOR SALE. Antique oak
chitfarobe, one long door,
one short door and five
drawers, excellent condition.




condition, also a Hoover
portable washer that needs
repair. 753 7257. 
OLD 24 CUBIC foot upright
freezer, if it works, pay $30.
753-4821.
26. TV-RADIO
TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t. v under warranty. .1
& B Music, 753 7575.
27. MOS. HOME SALES
12 x 65. 3 bedroom 2 bath,
furnished, central Heat and
Air,S6000. Call 901-642,7226 or
642-6614.
9171 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath, central
heat and air, partially fur-
nished, all appliances in-
cluding dishwasher, 10' X 14'
storage shed, underpinned,
located, at Riveria Trailer
Courts. Call 1 345-2799 after 5
1969, 12' X 60' TWO.
BEDROOM, furnished, all
electric. Call 753-6949 after
5:30 pm. 
12' X 50', TWO BEDROOM,
furnished, reasonably
priced. Cali during week
after 4130, 753,0067 ask for
Stan.
211. MOB. HOME RENTS
SPACES AND homes for
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16thTWO PIECE matching couch dtreet, 10 am to 6 pm.
and chair, excellent con t--- 
dition. Also 13 inch color t.v.' T, RAILER, Singles only,
Call 753-8170. small quite court,565.00 per
TWO PEICE brown couch month. Call 753-8216 after 5
and chair, very good con
dition, S75.753-7349
USED SOFA bed. Call 753-
1941.
WHITE KENMORE washing
machine. 14 years old, good




stove, $60. Call 753-6602.
IS. SEWING MACHINES
MODEL 600, TOUCH and
sew Singer sewing machine.
753-5422
19. FARM EQUIP.
1155 MF TRACTOR, 210 hp,
500 cv motor, 30.5L R & C
tires, 375 hours, bought new
April 1975. 527-8374 
1105 MF TRACTOR, cab and
air, duals 5-16 inch semi
mounted plows, 16' folding
birch disc. 527-8374.
300 MF COMBINE, cab and
air, also chopper, 13' bean
head, 527-837/.
4 ROW CULTIVATOR, 4 row
International corn planter, 6
row spray rig, 527.8374.
TEN FOOT John Deere
small grain drill. $250. 1-354-
6653. 
22. MUSICAL
SANTA GOT caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with us.
Must sell at our cost, no down
payment, small monthly












MACHINE  '895 
BALDWIN ORGAN








- PRACTICE PIANOS - 
11ALDsna FT USED
CONCERT GRAND
- Is Wet Ceedilise -
LONARDO
PIANO CO.
Across bum Pm Mee
NM. Tow
THOMAS ORGAN with band
box, like new, $1500. 753-9992
or 753-3191.
WURLITZER PIANO, 7
months old, excellent con-
dition, just like new, must





Sale! Over 100 rolls to choose
from, all in stock and ready
for delivery. Most prices
include pad and installation.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.






cut with 14 diamonds, white
gold, $500 733-8691. 
26. TV-RADIO
COBRA 85, CB radio with
Coax wire and push up an
tenna, S100 Call 437 4365
PM.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489-2533.
TRAILER SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky, city
water, sewer, and garbarcle
pickup; office phone 492-8293_ 
10' X 40' ALL ELECTRIC,
fully furnished, mobile
home, behind private
residence in city limits, $85




to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm. 
n. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
for rent on Waldrop Drive.








Available at once. Call 753-
4331.
TWO BEDROOM apartment
for rent, unfurnished, kichen
appliances are furnished.
Call 753-3465 or 759-1233 after
4 pm 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent. 753-3582.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM house, bath,
couples only, no pets, $50
deposit, $100 month. Also 2
cans of lard. 492-8360.
LUXURY HOME, vacant,
$250 per month. No pets. 7,53-
8333 after 5 pm. 
TWO UNFURNISHED
houses for rent. One 2
bedroom house, 1 block from
campus, $175. One house with
2 bedroom and den in county,
$140. References required.
Call 753-3793 after 5 pm. 
UNFURNISHED 3 bedroom,
1 i•,2 bath, fenced yard, wood
stove, excellent condition,
Bagwell Manor $300.00 per
rnonth,S100 Deposit. Call 753-
8255 between 5.-7 PM.







LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889
LARGE ROUND bales of
Timothy hay. Will load on






males, 2 females, 6 weeks.
753-0662.
FULL BLOODED black and
silver German Shepherd








With The Friendly Touch'
COMING HOME TO
302 N. 17th St. Will be a •




us living area, roomy
bedrooms, carport.
New Outside Storage.
ONLY $34,900. - IM-
MEDIATE POSSESS-
ION. Boyd Majors





753-7907 after 5 pm
FOR SALE light brown, full
bred, Cocker Spainel pup-




with garden area, grape
arber, and fruit trees, three '
bedroom house. .low down
payment assumable
loan, all for 630,900 Dial 753
1492 or 753-8579. .offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
• Professional Services
With The Friendly Tamil'
BRAND NEW. . . 4
Bedrm., 21/2 bath
quality home, w/2,900
sq. ft. Many distinc-
tly feafures including
fireplace w/heatolato-
r, wet bar, compactor,
plush carpeting,
sewing - hobby rm.
Large Lot - Double
Garage w/pave drive.
Call Us Today! Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
The City of Murray is taking ap-
plications for Chief of Police. To be con-
sidered for this position applicants
must submit a complete resume of ex-
perience and qualifications to the
Murray City Clerk, City Hall Building, on
or before 5 March, 1979. The City of
Murray is an Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer operating under an Affirmative
Action Plan.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street, Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. BY
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1 1 1 1 Sycamore Street, phone
753-0101. Oatman Farley, 9775753-
43. REAL ESTATE
PrTAL
South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 7531061
217 Barnett Street in
Hazel is where this
well cared for older
home can be found.
Storm doors and win-
dows, carpet, large
lot, double garage and
basic furniture can all
be yours for $18,000.00.
IF YOU would like a small
home in a quiet neigh-
borhood, see this 2 bedrooM
cottage... carpeted
throughout. Needs just a
little tender love and care to
be a really cute place. Call
753 1492 or 753-8221. .offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Prot esasosel Services
With The TrithdlY Thiel"
OFF WITH THE OLD
& ON WITH THE




rm., dining rm., kit-
chen w/range,
refrigerator, disposal.
21/2 acres, barn, great
for horses. ONLY
$32,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
HISTORIC HOME
Be the proud overseer of your own picturesque
estate which includes pre-Civil War restored
brick home on six acres near Kentucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor in 1838, and known as the
Hamlin Home, this rare page of history is listed
with the National Register of Historic Places, and is
qualified for National grants. Priced realistically in
the 70's.
41H ANNUAl JACKSON PURCHASE PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION SPONSORED
FARM MACHINERY AUCTION
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43. RE AL ESTATE
GARAGE APARTMENT, 1
block from University.
contains 6 sleeping rooms




bw#ar viers, Ise prig, large
firiptlea, sulown motel if
yivell Ski elifitierel in-
teraction 'beet flis levet, 3
OR 21/2 loth Nese jest cell is.
It's recent a.., cam leek it













Call today for an ap-
pointment to see this
neat 2-bedroom home
near the University.







this to turn that mon-





NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7 • 30-NOOn SatOrday 7:30E115:00
PRICE NAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
Reseitel & bees* cells Neese ad 753-351S is. doe is
Noce. Notary Pubic Service.
Floored and rep y. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ens, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely reody to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531.
Purdom & Thurman










ce of a shopping center







Situated on a very
large wooded lot with
tasteful landscaping.
Plan ahead for spring
and eating out on the
covered patio. Heat
pump for economical
heating and cooling is
another plus. Priced in
the $60's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222. We are members
of Multiple Listing.
DEER HUNTERS SPECIAL - 23.6 acres approximately 11 miles west of Ken-
tucky Lake near Buchanan Community, 60% tillable land, balance in har-
dwoods, long road frontage for future building sites. Priced at only $11,000.00.
29.75 ACRES NEAR BUCHANAN COMMUNITY with 3- acre Open Held, balance
is in hardwood timber, has frontage on blacktop and gravel road, ideal building
sites for homes or cabins. This would be excellent for deer hunting and small
game. Price is $13,750.00.
EAST OF DRESDEN - A HUNTERS AND FISHERMAN'S DREAM - 1.4
acres of land adjoining Garrett Lake improved with 3 bedroom home with cen-
tral electric heat, 11/2 baths, dining room, living room, kitchen, and breakfast
area, enclosed porch, and open porch which faces lake, garage and storage
building plus 10x40 - 1969 model mobile home in good condition for only
$29,500.00. Front yard goes right to Garrett Lake for fishing, duck or goose hun-
ting plus access to State owned land for prime deer hunting. Call for an ap-
pointment.
35 ACRES OF LAND ADJOINING NEW MARTIN BYPASS on prime corner to
main access road, level to gently rolling with approximately 8 acres of woods,
excellent for residential building. Owner would divide. A prime spot for
business adjoining this new bypass.
10 ACRES OF LAND EAST OF PALMERSVILLE improved with like new 2
bedroom frame home with living room, kitchen, bath, and 4" well, excellent for
small home or deer hunter retreat cabin. Only $20,000.00.
ON KENTUCKY LINE - CHOICE 157 ACRE FARM with no improvements,
140 acres tillable with 43 acres of second bottom land, rolling area of farm is
sown in permanent pasture with waterways seeded on hill land that is being
worked, only short distance off math highway, with road on 2 sides, and priced
reasonable.
CHOICE 14 ACRE BUILDING SITE JUST SOUT'HEAST OF MARTIN in
developing area with nice road frontage, city water available, private pond and
scattered trees on back section.
90 ACRES OF LAND NORTHEAST OF MARTIN under cattle fence, partially
open, and partially wooded, plenty of deer and small game, and only $35,000.00.
UNIT 2 RUSSWOOD SHORES - DELUXE ROUND BUILT HOME with 3
spacious bedrooms, 2 full baths, central heat and air conditioning, fireplace in
living room, kitchen features built-in stove, and charcoal grill, sliding glass
doors onto raised redwood deck plus partial basement with walkout view
facing the lake, suitable for permanent home, retired couple or a fabulous
cabin.
Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
239 University Street Martin, TN 38237
Phone 901 '537-4244 (day) - 901/587-4568 (night)
43. REAL ESTATE
TWO BARGAINS in lower
priced houses. At 5th and
Pine, a good well kept large
house with two newly
renovated and carpeted
complete apartments plus
two upstairs bedrooms for
only 526.500. At 412 N 5th a
large solid, livable three
bedroom for only $7,950. Both
owners want offers Call C.O.
Bondbranr Realty, 753 9954
or 753-3460.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
large den on 1 acre lot, 1 mile
south of Kirksey. Call 489-
2280.
FOR SALE: 550 Honda, lots
of extras, only 2450 miles,
like new, priced to sell 753-
1586 days or 753-3590 after 5
pm.
FOR SALE: 1963 six cylinder
Chevrolet motor. Call after 5
pm, 436-5651.
45. USED CARS
1977 CAMARO, call 753 9346.
1974 CHEVELLE LXGUNA
S.3, power steering, power
brakes, air, swivel seats,
nice car, $2450. 753-8124.
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two
door hard top, VS automatic
with air. Brown on brown,
extra good condition, $900,
call 354.6217. •
1973 MAVERICK GRAB
BE R 6500 miles, good
condition, best offer. Call 489
2743 after 4:30.
1966 MUSTANG, HAS been
wrecked but engine and
interior are fine. If interested




automatic, air, cruise, AM.
FM radio, radial tires. 436.
5610.
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARIE
SW, air, power steering,
power disc brakes, cruise
control, power windows, AM
FM stereo radio, low
mileage, extra clean, good
mechanically, white with





steering, brakes and air, AM-
FM radio, $4000. Call 435-
4588.
1968 CHEVROLET, SHORT
wheel base pickup, like new,
has had major tuneup, new
carberator, new timing gear,
'Mew paint, white over red,
body perfect. Indy steering
wheel, new tires wide oval,
chrome mags, $1500 or $1000
with out tires and mags. Call
759-4184.
FOR SALE: 1968 Jeepster
Commando, 4 wheel drive,
good condition, call 489-2436.
FOR SALE: 1976 Jeep CJ5,








Trans Star, cabover, 903 V8
Cummins, 13 Speed, new
paint ' and tires, PP.C3.
hydraulic pump, headache
rack, chains and binders.
Call 437.4760 or 437.4852.
1970 CHEVY BEL,AIR, 6 ONE TON truck, 1970 Ford,
cylinder, $300. Call 1.354- 14' bed. $975. Call 436-2658. 
6653.  51. CAMPERS
FOR SALE 1971 Monte Carlo.
Good condition, new paint,
shocks, battery, recently
tuned Slide-in FM-cassette
_player. $1300. Call /51-7839
after 4 pm 
1970 MALI BU. LOW mileage,
$1100. 753-4023.
Now Listing
This 3 bedroom, 1/2
bath house will appeal








colors. Call today to
see this choice listing.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your Real Estate
needs.
SO PEP LOT!! Wooded lot in
beautiful Gatesboro at half
the usual asking price. See
this listing on County Cork
Road. Seeing is believing!
Priced under $6000. Loretta




on 10 secluded acres.
3-4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
woodburning stove,






NICE CAVEMAN over cab
truck camper 101 a foot,
remodeled inside, sleeps 5
easy, complete set up with
_porta potti. Will self or trade
for small or medium farm
tractor with plows or decent
pickup truck. Phone, home
435.4787, work 762-3647.
PACE ARROW motor home
28', 3000 miles, perfect
condition. Call 753-7853.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,





walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753 5476
Kopperud Realty located at 711 Main Street, has been
appointed a Broker Member with Guaranteed Homes, Inc. of Lake
Saint Louis, Missouri, according to Bill Kopperud Broker. Through this af-
filiation they will be able to offer, on homes they list or sell, a one year
limited warranty on certain working equipment such as the heating
system, central air-conditioner, electrical and plumbing systems and fix-
tures, water heaters and softeners, ductwork and built-in appliances
(oven, range, garbage disposals and dishwashers).
If repair or replacement becomes necessary, as provided for in the
CHI Service Contract, a toll free call to GNI will bring a local repair
specialist. The homeowner would be required to pay only a modest
deductible charge. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for all details.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 4894774.
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and graded, free
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm. 
ELECTRICAL WORK,
commercial and residential.
Call Tony Teschner, 354-8531,
if no answer 354 8201
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson We also do grading
and backhoe work, for free
estimates call 753-4545 or 753-
6763.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building. wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Ford





753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, R1.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 435-
45V . 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PING, driveways and small
IOUS a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753
1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service, Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak. $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,





between 7 am and 330 pm,
ask for Shelley 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes 15 years
experience Call 435 4173 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarart
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 1-
.142 7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753-2211
WILL CLEAN out house
gutters. Please call 753-8449
days or nights 
M. FREE COLUMN
FREE, BLACK kitten,
female, 4 months old. Call
753.3994
THREE, 6 WEEKS old,
Collie and '2 German
Shepherd, must find home or




oriented, looking for same to
share duplex apartment $80
plus 1/2 utilities. 753-0977,
Monday through Friday, 8 to
4.30
Be your own boss in an exciting and ever-
growing retail business. The Firestone Tire & Rub-
ber Company has several dealerships available
now.
The Firestone tire line is one of the most complete
in the Industry. It's backed up by hard-hitting ad-
vertising and merchandising plans.
A basic investment of $50,000 entitles you to
training program privileges, management guidan-
ce and assistance on selection of salesroom and ser-
vice equipment. It's your opportunity to invest in a
profitable venture - one that offers you both per-
sonal freedom and financial security. Investigate
today!
Write or call us collect for the complete profit story.
CARL THOMAS
TERRITORY SALES MGR,
The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
721 &amigo Dr.




With Th• Friondfy Touch Serving The Entire Purchase Area
MUT NUFIELII
"Do Business Where Business is Being Done"
THE PERFECT NOME
For the young couple or retirees; this tastefully decorated 2 bedroom home,
fenced back yard, electric heat, carpeted throughout, range, refrigerator &
draperies included. On quiet street, good neighborhood. ONLY $24,900.
DO YOU NEAR IT??
It's Opportunity Knocking! Excellent 3 bedrrn. brick with attached garage. Big
bedrms & closets, knotty pine kitchen & dinette. New carpeting & drapes. Lot
125' x 225' near Murray on 783 just off 94W. Immediate occupancy. Outstanding
buy at $37,500. Don't Let This One Slip By.
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Barbaro Irwin 753-4136 Warren Shropshire 753-1277
Alain' Moody 753-9036 Reuben Moody 753-9836
B.B. Nook 753-2387 Neater Miller 753-7519
PURDOMI & THURMAN REAL ESTATE
COMMERCIAL Property in prime location -
This two story classic older home with basement
has a lot 325 feet deep with good frontage on Main
St., zoned B-2. Let us show you this property and
discuss it's potential
OFFERS TO YOU FOR THE FIRST TIME THESE 3 CHOICE PROPERTIES
GOOD 1.411cATI0N for ftimily living. Spacious
eat-in kitchen with home business center, large
living room, three bedrooms, bath and
economical central GAS heat. City school dis-
trict convenient to shopping areas, located on
Keenland Dr. Shown by appointment only
Priced for quick sale at $39,900.00.
NEAR HAZEL charming three bedroom brick
home in like-new condition. Central heat and air,
living room with unique stone fireplace, separate
dining room and large eat-in kitchen with built-
ins. On totally wooded lot 110'x360. Be the first to
see this!
For more information and appointment* call
-P-UrdOnl 1 Thurman Real Estate-4534451
48 acres, more or less, near Mt. Carmel
30 acres tended last season and .7 acre tobacco
base. Reasonably priced.
Farm: 17.25 acres on Highway 121 S. ap-
proximately 4 miles from Murray. Good develop-
ment property.
V





The funeral for Mrs. Lillie
B. Jones is being held today at
2 p.m. at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Lawson Williamson of-
ficiating. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
is soloist with Richard Jones
as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Swann E. Parks, Steve
Paschall, Randal Jones,
Danny Board, Steve Turner,
and Charles Guess. Burial will
follow in the church cemetery
with the arrangements by the
'J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Jones, 87, died
Tuesday at 5:50 p.m. at the
Extended Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Delmus Jones, died June 18,
1955.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Harry Ray,
Murray, Mrs. Joseph R.
Jones, Franklin, and Mrs.
Billy Turner, Calvert City;
two sons, Marvin Parks,
Murray, and Milton Parks,
Kuttawa; step son, Dewey
Jones, Sturgis; sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth Hendricks,
Mayfield; two brothers, J. E.





Lula E. Walls Dies
At Hospital With
Services On Friday
Miss Lula E. Walls, 201
Cross Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
  .Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 63 years of
age.
Survivo.cs include two
sisters, Ms. Mary Lee Starr,
Paducah, and Mrs. Harlan
Anderson, Chicago, Ill.; two
brothers, Ural Walls, Murray,
and Herman Walls, Jr.,
Detroit, Mich.; aunt, Mrs.
Lela Smith, Murray.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Wayman's
Chapel A. M. E. Church,
Murray, where funeral ser-
vices will be held Friday at 2
p.m. with the Rev. Theodore
Crumb) officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Cosmopolitan Mortuary,
Paducah.
The family hour will be held
tonight (Thursday ) from 7 to 8




To Be On Saturday
Mrs. Anne E. McCann of
Murray Route 3 died this
morning at 1:05 at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 70 years of age and was
preceded in death by her
husband, Lester McCann, on
Feb. 18, 1977.
The deceased was a
member of the St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Born Dec. 11,
1908, in Beaver Island, Mich.,









Murray Route 3, Mrs. Homer
(Beverly) Kyrk, Zion, Ill.,
Mrs. H. A. (Connie) Cameron,
Columbia; S. C., Mrs. John
(Bernadette) McAdams,
Wadsworth, Ill., and Mrs.
Patsy Shonefelt, Waukegan,




Texas; 28 grandchildren; 13
great grandchildren.
Prayers will be said Friday
at 7 p.m. and the funeral will
be held Saturday at 1 p.m.,
both at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Martin
Mattingly will officiate and
burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




A Pap Smear Clinic for the
detection _of cancer will be
held Monday, Feb. 26, from 1
to 3 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets.
Tests will be given free of
charge, and women are asked
to, call the center at 753-3381
for an appointment on Monday
afternoon.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
February 23, HIM
Rental* Pi/reboot Area Hog Martel
Report Inchon 7 11171tog Stations
Receiptir Act. fa F  SIM SIMMS &
Gilta .26 to .60 Mgbar Sow Andy to
$1.00 halber
US 1-2 31*230 lbs. 113.50-64.111
US 2310240 lbs $63.25-62.75
US 2-3 240-250 lbs $02.25-53.15
US 2-4 360-230 lbs. 151.20-5220
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300450 lbs.






US 2-3 300-500 lbs 843.10-4400
Boars $33 00-30.00 mostly 35.00-31.00
Chinese Forces Launch Fresh Attacks
S. C. Holloway Is On Vietnamese-Held Mountain Highway
Dead At Age Of 96; t
Rites To Be Friday
S. C. (Sid) Holloway, 96,
orchardist and farmer of
Mayfield Route 2, died
Tuesday at 10:20 p.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. 1
Mr. Holloway and his sons
operated peach and apple
orchards in south Graves
County for more than 35 years,
shipping fruit throughout the
country. The Holloway or-
chards were frequently sites
of state orchard tours. The
family ceased operation of the
orchards about five years ago.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Arvena
Pearson, Ottawa, Ill.; three
sons, Joe C. Holloway and
Claxton Holloway, Mayfield
Route 1, and Chauncey
Holloway, Sanford, Fla.; six
grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with -.. James
Shockley, Virgil Joines, and
Gerald Baker officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Lebanon Church of Christ
Cemetery near Sedalia.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
MARCH DEADLINE SET
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Small — Business
Administration said the
deadline for filing disaster
loan applications for physical
loss has been extended to
March 14.
Applications for economic
injury will be accepted
through Oct. 12.
The 'administration said
applications can be obtained
here, at Shepherdsville,
Salyersville and Winchester..
SBA District Director R.B.
Blankenship said $3,369,400 in
loans already ha i been ap-
proved for victims of last
December's flooding.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & limes by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average  -3 81
Air Products 26%
American Motors 5% -%
Ashland.041 373,0 "4
American Telephone 62'. +it
Bonanza 44.134%A
Chrysler 2% -4
Ford Motor 41% -x4
G.A.F 124 -%
General Care 6% -ill
General Dynarnks 30% -ti
General Motors 54% -44




IBM  , 55 -%
Pennwalt 32% -IA









— In the heaviest fighting Ot
the 6-day-old border war,
Chinese forces launched fresh
attacks on a Vietnamese-held
mountain highway that links
Hanoi with Vietnam's nor-
theast border, reports from
Peking said today.
A Chinese government
official in Peking said today
that China's "punishment" of
Vietnam is not finished,
Japan's Kyodo news service
reported. The unidentified
official reportedly said China
will not back down leaving the
military situation as it is.
In Moscow, a Soviet Foreign
Ministry official denied
reports of a heightened alert
for Soviet troops or troops in
Soviet-allied Mongolia
because of the Vietnam
situation. He called the
reports "dirty provocative
twaddle."
As fighting raged around the
highway 50miles inland, three
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLF, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Estimated receipts
cattle and calves 600;
slaughter steers steady;
heifers .50 higher; cows
steady to 1.00 lower; bulls
fully steady; calves and
vealers fully steady; feeders
steady, instances 1.00 higher;
Slaughter steers choice 1075-
1250 lb 67.00; slaughter heifers
choice 945 lb 67.00; slaughter
cows commercial 51.00-53.00;
utility 49.00-53.00; high
dressing and high boning
percent 53.00-62.00; cutter
46.00-51.00; canner and cutter
under 800 lb 42.00-46.00:
slaughter bulls yield grade 1
1440-1530 lb 69.75-71.00; yield
grade 1-2 1250-1535 lb 63.50-
66.25; slaughter calves and
vealers choice 195-310 lb
vealers 90.00-106.00; choice
300-400 lb calves 74.00-82.50;
prime 90.00; feeder steers
choice 295-350 lb 92.5047.50;
400-500 lb 87.00-93.00; 500-660 lb
80.00-87.00 including 615-660 lb
85.00-87.00; mixed good ind
choice 300-500 lb 80.00-87.00-
500-800 lb 68.00-80.00; good 300-
600 lb 70.00-80.00 including 32
head string holsteins 450-580 lb
73.75-78.75; heifers choice 300-
500 lb 75.00-84.25; 500-675 lb
69.00-75.00; mixed good and
choice 300-500 lb 70.00-75.00;
500-740 lb 64.00-70.00; good 400-
725 lb 60.00-65.00;
Hogs 500; barrows and gilts
.50-.75 higher; 1-2 214-248 lb
55.00-55.45; No. 2 200-265 lb
54.50-55.00; sows steady to .50
higher; 1-2 500-745 lb 50.00-
51.00, a few at 51.50; 400-500 lb
49.00-50.00; boars over 300 lb















1 Week Of Estimate
Call 753-8110
Landon Tree Service




pushed 12 miles into Vietnam
in Quang Ninh Province,
closer to the South China Sea,
fighting for every mile against
tough opposition, intelligence
sources in Bangkok said.
This attack force is believed
to number as many as 30,000
men and is said to be backed
by tanks.
The three divisions were
expected to try to cut off
eastwest Highway 4, which is
12 miles farther south, and
then may swing inland to
attack the north-south High-
way 1, the lifeline between
Hanoi and Vietnamese troops
concentrated around the town
of Lang Son.
Japan's Kyodo news ser-
vice, in a dispatch from
Peking, quoted Western
military sources as saying the
Chinese on Wednesday
stepped up their assault on the
mountain highway north of
Lang Son, a strategically
situated town 12 miles south of
the border crossing that was
named "Friendship Gate" in
times of friendlier relations
between the two countries.
•
The sources were quoted by
Kyodo as saying the Viet-
namese were fiercely
resisting the attack.
The Soviet news agency
Tass, in a report today from
Hanoi, charged that the
Chinese intend to annex many
Vietnamese areas they have
captured. The Chinese have
disclaimed any intention to
seize territory.
The invasion route the
Chinese followed is a river
valley stretching from China
southwest into' Vietnam. The
intelligence sources described
the area as "rugged and
mountainous."
After cutting Highway 4, the
Chinese commanders could
decide to swing inland and try
to cut Highway 1 south of Lang
Son. That highway is the
lifeline between Hanoi and the
Lang Son front.
Heavy fighting has been
reported for several days
around the border village of
Dong Dang, seven miles from
Lang Son. Foreign reporters
who visited Lang Son Tuesday
said they were told the
Chinese were holding the hills
on one side of Dong Dang, and
the Vietnamese had the hills
opposite them.
Bangkok sources believed
the Chinese planned to deal a
final blow to the Vietnamese,
then in three or four days
withdraw most of the forces
who poured across the frontier
Saturday with the declared
aim ofputting down border
provocations.
But Japan's Kyodo news
agency said a government
official in Peking told it if
Vietnam moved regular
forsas into the area to replace
the militia that has been doing
most of the fighting, the
fighting would go on. The
intelligence sources said
Hanoi was in fact moving
regular army reinforcements
up to the border to relieve
militia units battered in the
first days of fighting.
WKMS-FM To Be Part Of
Satellite Station System
WKMS-FM Radio at Murray
State University will be part of
a system of satellite earth
stations that will provide a
multi-channel network
capable of live, high quality
stereo transmission for public
radio programming.
Bruce Smith, manager of
the Murray State station, said
the university will have its
own satellite receiver located
on the campus. It is expected
Tobacco Growers.
large; and directors J. H. Newport,
Henry County, Tenn.; Gail Dobson,
(;raves County, John O'Neil, Carlisle
County, Charles Cone, Marshall
County, Sherwood Potts, Calloway
County, H. I. Craig, Calloway County
and Robert Foy, Hickman and Fulton
counties.
Earlier this week Ellis had an-
nounced the formation of an 11-man
advisory committee to assist the
association's board in gathering in-
formation concerning the low prices
received for crops this year. Growers of
dark fire-cured tobacco have been
unsatisfied with prices received for
their crops this year, and, early in the
selling seasop, staged a boycott of
sales.
Members-of that committee include
Jim Kelley, Rt.3 Murray; Joe Kingins,
Rt. 4 Murray; Dennis Chester, Rt. 1
Murray; Bill Murdock, Rt. 7 Murray;
Jack Nicholson, Cunningham; Kennet
Galloway, Farmington; David Vowell,
Mayfield; Teddy Clapp, Sedalia;
to be installed in January,
1980.
An application was ap-
proved in January by the
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) for con-
struction and operation of the
satellite system, which will
give public radio stations a
wider choice of programs..
They will have from four to 20
channels from which to select
program -offerings.
• • (Continued From Page One)
Morris Parm Jr., Sedalia; Harvey
Donoho, Dukedom, Tenn.; and Joseph
Wayne Wilson, Fancy Farm.
"Everybody would like higher prices
for tobacco," Ellis said today. "We've
got too much tobacco, we recognize that
support prices are too low, but the
representatives in Washington advise
us that no legislation can be effective
because tobacco has such little regard
at this time in the nation's capital."
Also during last's night's meeting the
group, following their reorganization
efforts, voted unamiously to increase
the base price of all 1977 and 1978
tobacco in the pool by 40 percent before
it is sold to buyers or companies. The
Eastern District took' similar actian
following its reorganization last week.
Edwards, the eastern district
director, claimed last night that had the
association been working for the dark-
fired tobacco growers throughout the
years, a price of $2.50 per pound for
tobacco would not be unreal. He also
said the Eastern Association had ap-
proved the 40 percent increase in the
price of pool tobacco and the group
planned to pull "enough tobacco off the
market to make a shortage" if it was
necessary to get better prices.
Edwards, who said the Eastern
District had five board members in
attendance at last night's meeting,
added that action started six weeks ago
and "was 40 years too late." The
Tennessee resident said his district had
"virtually cleaned house" and as a
result, was making steps forward for
dark tobacco producers."
Earlier this year a delegation of
fanners went to Washington and ob-
tained assurances from Secretary of
Agriculture Bob Bergland that
production of the crops would be cut
back by 1,5 percent next season. That is
expected to reduce the overproduction
problem and increase prices.
That action, however, will have no
effect on the current crop sitting on the
tobacco floors and in warehouses.




Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is
subject to change at maturity. This 9.370% rate is effective on certificates
purchased from now through February 28, 1979.
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF









3 months $1,000 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years $1,000 6.0% 6.183%
21/2 or 3 years $1,000 6.5% 6.715%
4 years $1,000 1.25% 1.518%
6 years $1,000 7.50% 7.181%
8 or 10 years $1,000 7.15% 8.051%
Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to for-
feiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.
•
PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY KY.
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